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WHOLESALE PRICES

SECRETARY DAVIS

GOING

ON STRlKt.

"LAY ON, M'DDFF"

UP

Etc.

Washington, Nov. 18 The level of
wholesale prices lor 404 commodi.
lies averaged tnree-iourtoi one
per cent higher in October than in
September the department of labor an
nounced Saturday.
This revealed a
general Increase of 8 2 per cent in
12 months. Advances in grain, cot
ton, hay,, eggs, and hides brought
aDoui an advance averaging a 4 per
cent in the farm products group, while
food articles rose 1 2 per cent, and
cloth and clothing 2 4 per cent.

&c.

GOV. TOM CAMPBELL MECHEU'S
MAKES STATEMENT

NUMBER 14

ECOIUAL

M?imW miTIT

FAD

AD'-l'ISTRAO

mm

PATT??'

7

The election is over why don't
Phoenix, Ariz., Nov. 23. If Ariyou lei up
zona, or any other one of the seven
Is that so? When was it over?
states in the Colorado river basin
You claim that The Gallup Herald fails to
ACratify the compact now being
easily by mutual
Jti
has been placed on the pay-roof
the
drawn
at
Santa
N.
M.,
Fe,
proup
between labor and
democratic campaign committee
viding for allocation of the waters of
child labor immigra- why dont you send us a check we the river, all development
work,
need the money to pay off those judg- whether for irrigation,
nower develoo- easily be averted if
ments A. T. Hannett has been adver- rhient or flood
PARTY-DEMOCRATS
'
protection will be in- representing both labor
as "For Sale" in one of his
tising
tne
not
in
state
uiiiiiieiy oeiayea,
oniy
would meet around coun-JjRadical Newspapers. Let us have that failing
to ratify, but
the
check or we will place the account entire Colorado river throughout
Uty days. before a strike
basin.
in the hands of A. T. Hannett for
of waitinw sixty days after,
This is the consensus of opinion
The miscellaneous group, including collection, so he can advertise it thru among- - members of the Colorado
"Sat it no one wh0 wil1 qu.es" such items as bran and
mill feed, cot- his Radical Newspaper. It is simoly river commission.
It was stated
tonseed and linseed meal, leather, awful to be in debt and get caught Thursday
' Governor Thomas E.
to
by
as
capital
same
in
the
a
atright
ItaTthe
paws of a greedy collecting
newsprint and wrapping paper, man-ilCampbell, of Arizona, who returned
The Republican party is the party for economcial and
hemp, jute and rubber, showed an torney, one who controls two Radical Thursday from Santa Fe. where he
jrffflUe.
advocates cheap increase of 3 2 per cent. The rise Newspapers,
and have judgements has been
government nothing more progressive than "Good
good
in
discussions
participating
'star i not much of an American to in bunding materials and house fur- advertised "For Sale" aeainst vou
of
the
Government".
commission
since
8.
November
Yet, because the Republican party is against
h
I am
Mtion of thinking.
nishing goods approximately 1 4 per awful.
Governor Campbell made his state high taxes, against issuing unnecessary bonds, against runninar
to
the
soul
and
heart
all my
cent, with metals and metal products
And, you really want us to let up ? ment in answer to Questions regard riot with debt and
Stalled living wage. It is not Amer-Kfo- r advancing less than one per cent Fuel
bankruptcy, and in favor of a protective
If we thought vou seriously, we ing his opinion of the effect on the
to
enough
receive
man
just
a
taid lighting materials decreased in mignt consider tne matter seriously proposed compact of a message sent tariff, which protects the wage earner as much or more than
tolive on. I am against the living price.
we looked un
because of these concalendar and Tuesday night to Herbert Hoover, our home manufacturing institutions
nf tho Ravine WflCP.
j
The statistics showed 109 articles find that we have only about one hun chairman of the commission, by
of "Good Government," the RepubAmerican
structive
enplans
the
be
in
enough
should
There
216 higher, and 79 lower. dred add issues before next cam
George W. P. Hunt, who lican
Ameri-e- u unchanged,
party was voted out on November 7, and the Democrats
velop each week so that the
o
paign, and feeling kinder sporty, con will succeed Governor Campbell, on
'
educated.
There
be
;
family may
1. In his message Governor voted in.
sidered
we
had
not
that
better
January
get
C. OF C.
koold be enough so the things of ANNUAL
"Free
real
due
are
for
a
American
The
Trade."
out
of tune just keeo it ud.
elect
Uv
Hunt
the
people
expressed
opinion
Kfe worth
living for will not be
MEMBERSHIP
DRIVE keeping it up we will not have to quit that Arizona could not enter the com drubbing, which will mean that the wage earners will receive
trowikd out.
the other basin states for
with
nor
commence just keep it up.
pact
laborer
wages on a par with the cheapest European wage earners.. If.
"We want the American
The Gallup Herald, nor our Repub- - at least two years on account of lack this is
The annual membership drive for
jj ... Via phiMwTi mav he kpnt in
the dope the American people want, let them have it.
of
on
data
the
engineering
possibili
lican
K.k..
campaign committe didn't start ties oi
with thpir mnther instead of the McKinley County Chamber of
The
state.
the
in
"
following news item from Santa Fe shows the results
irrigation
did
in;
this paper
was on last Thursday and the trouble, neither
keiu sent to lactones, .cigniy per Commerce
Read it, then
"I believe the compact, so far as of Gov. Mechem's economical administration.
our committee flay anyone who
or
the
direction
of
under
able
come
Friday,
from
criminals
of
our
negleat
:
'
And neglected child'-ftoo- Paul L. Harvey of the American City treated us with any degree of fair- it was woiked out when I left Santa file it for reference two years from now:
ected children.
Bureau. We understand that about ness, but we did flog those who told Fe, is not only fair to Arizona, but, Santa Fe. N. M., The burden oil
comes from the father receiv
40 new, members have been signed lies on us. Ihe Democratic campaign necessary in order that the state may taxation in New Mexico, for the year
er in insufficient waee."
committee and its chairman started participate in government projects 1922, will be reduced approximately tem made the survey covering the
He said the department of labor up.
o
out by charging that Sam Dimon. C, and enjoy the benefits of private en- $2,000,000, as compared with the year counties of Dona Ana, Hidalgo, Lin.aid taken a firm stand on the "three
M. Rouse and E. W Tamony and the terprises." Gov. Campbell declared.
1921, it was announced by the state coln, Otero and Quay. This surey
cent"
law
VERY
ATTRACTIVE
SHOW
m
regulating immigrants
other county officials were a bunch
tax commission. This extraordinary shows the real estate on the tax rolls
to w United States.
AND DISPLAY WINDOWS of crooks, tools and dupes. When the
' "We have 1.000,000 men
out of
saving will be due. not only to the re is assessed at less than 60 per cent
official investigation was held lor the
OIL
duction in assessed valuations, but
tort right now in the united States"
of looking into the matter,
also to the fact that expenses are be- of its actual value, as indicated ' by
One of the attractive places in Gal- purpose
It Hid. wny glioma we allow lor-tesale' and loan transactions.
BOOM ON
ing pared down, making possible
to come to add to the bur. lup are the show and display win- the Democratic chairman rushed out
that he proved
substantial cut in tax levies.
The Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fa
fa?"
dows at the Lawrence Department a statement, claiming
point of his charges. Then
Tax levies have been fixed by the surveyed the counties of Bernalillo,
M. Nov. 23. Pre
N.
Stores. R. R. Deibenderfer is an ex- every
Farmincton,
he and his henchmen went over the
and are being certified Curry, Guadalupe,
San
Roosevelt,
along various lines are be- commission,
TEXAS WOOL MOVING
pert window dresser.
county and told the people that all parations
for winter activities at the for all the counties except Guadalupe, Miguel, Santa Fe, Socorro, Torrance
made
ing
be
the oil well of the Midwest
those lies had been proven to
com- Harding, Rio Arriba and Santa Fe. and Valencia, and the town of Fort
Tlx State of Texas, more than 200,-Nhigher in the seaboard wool market truth. Having won the election, they pany on the Hogback toRefining
the
of The four counties named have not yet Sumner. Bernalillo county shows the
west
to
the
Democratic
constant
majority for
now tell it that the people believed this town.
tendency
submitted their rolls. A reassessment assessed valuation is 61 per cent of
party, there is a
State that would fasten Free Trade
the
primary markets, those infernal charges.
strengthen. In
Work is being pushed on a road of all valuations has been ordered by the actual value the other eight runa this Nation, and a State that
firm.
are
values are stiffening or
very
Now, we are asked to let up.
to the well site, which will enable the commission for Guadalupe county ning under 60 per cent
much wool, is now receiving In Texas, the fall clip, is moving at
Public officials of the C. M. Rouse easier movement of supplies to the and is now being made.
The Colorado and Southern examEfh prices for its wool, this
cents
47
en the. tax ined Union
having type to be stigmatized as a tool, dupe ...u
the -property
ni.n wie wenn
high extreme rates, about
Getting
.
.
l- wen auui . niDAc
county, and reported the
ui.
easier
.
..a
HIT
WlrtCT
n
trallio
mdI
lc
tha
wools.
froe being possible only and because been paid for Kerrville
and crook, and having established this cess.
V
assessed valuation is under 36 per
The pipe Jme from the San .Alia
at the recent Republican Protective
confront"The new season opened with prices stigma "in the minds of the people, Juan
ficult and important problem
cent of the actual value.
river, which will be used in
Tariff,, which Texas Democrats
say 2 to 5 pence above the prices at the we are asked to let up.
oil to the well for opera ing tax officials and the taxpayers,
Field representatives of the commispumping
it an outrage on a free people. From close of last May.
tax
this
Liverpool
We
what we have ever con tions there, is being buried below the in the opinion of J. E. Saint, chief
sion made the examination in Grant,
I recent market report just receiv- week, showed advances of 5 to 10 per tended repeat
commissioner.
of Mc
the
What
for:
people
will
so
be
no
there
that
line,
tiM
ed, we note:
The tax levies, which we 4re now Mora, Sandoval and Taos, finding
cent on medium to fine cross breds, Kiclev county doserve and- - should Srost after' operations are resumd,
Boiton, Nov. 20.
the year 1922, are mat- assessed valuation under 60 per cent."
The Commercial altkoufh' merinos were easier. ' Lon have is good government
for
best
certifying
the
from
freezing.
Jtolletin tomorrow will
lower than those for last year.
don will be watched closely next
Levies Being Certified
say:
ihe well itself has been cemented erially
possible government at the least
"While prices are not
we could get all tne property in
If
withfrom
to
materially
line
the
government
bridge
up.
prevent the state on the tax rolls at its actpossible expense
The new levies that are being cerout being taxed to the point of bur- leakage of water from above. This
tified Include state, county, school and
recement work must set for about two ual value, we would be able to
den.
road everything, in fact, exregular
40
about
levies
new
the
duce
per
With the coming Democratic ad- weeks before the drilling can be re
and special. The levy
cept
municipal
Mr.
said.
Saint
The drilling will th.en be cent,"
ministration there will be a big pro- sumed.
the several counties will be as fol- - ;
for
of
has
it
what
A
DEAR
.
AM
lows:
gram to execute. The Democrats have pressed to a lower level in hopes of been striking example
possible to do in the matter of
claimed that the town of Gallup pro- striking Better producing stratas.
23.93:
Bernalillo.
Catron. 26.64:
is found in tne
expenses,
reducing
and
ot
is
over
Most
assessed,
the
the
property
other
in
operations
perty
In spite of a loss Chaves, 22.32; Colfax, 19.73; Curry,
By ALBERT H. LAIDLAW
in the county is undr assessed. The field are now directed toward the county of Otero.
than $1,000,000 in valuation, 26.67; De Baca, 19.63; Dona Ana,
new Democratic assessor will have to sinking of test wells on the west side of more
total levy for state and county 20.88; Eddy, 26.14; Grant, 17.1$;
(In National Republican)
revise the .whole tax rolls in order of the Hogback and off of the Navajo the
misspurposes is 17.34 mills, as compared Guadalupe, missing; Harding, Linto get Gallup property down and the Indian reservation, on which the Mid- with
27.16 mills for last year.
ing; Hidalgo, 19.20; Lea, 21.90:
As a man who has to work for a living, I have reasons
If
west
located.
well
is
is
There
keep
no
up.
they
county property
coln, 20.04; Luna, 19.33; McKinley,
Real Estate Undeveloped
lor thanksgiving. I am thankful that I am a citizen of and
their word with the people, Gallup doubt that several such test wells will
How real estate is being underval- 17.52; Mora, 23.96; Otero, 17.84; Quay
lower soon be started, and a number of oil
much
be
will
assessed
Dronertv
wn living in the United
States of America instead of in and the difference made up by rais- firms are trying to get leases in that ued for taxation is shown in surveys 24.58; Rio Arriba, missing; Roosevelt,
which have been made by field repre- 29.00; Sandoval, 21.31; San Juan,
any one of the other countries of the world, A. to T.
ing county property. If they keep vicinity.
of the tax commission, and 28.25; San Miguel, 24.07; Santa Fe,
A rig is now on the way from the sentatives
I am thankful that I do not have to live in Albania,
their word, about every piece of Galtax experts of four railroad compan- missing; Sierra, 21.36; Socorro, 24.04;
lower
be
will
Seven
all
Lukes
field
except
to
Bloomfield,
property,
lup
where there are fewer good roads than there are in VirginiTaos, 25.75; Torrance, 24.63; Union,
ies.
the property of Gregory Page and W. where it' will be used for sinking a
.. .
The El Paso and Southwestern sys 24.68; Valencia, 17.82
a, and where there are no railroads at all, and where the
H. Morris, these two big taxpayers test well.
Capitalists of Pueblo,
Populace would be hungrier than it is but for the American
will be raised raised clear out of Colorado, and Kansas are interested
Bed Cross;
their boots. And this reminds us: in this test.
We have evidence that John J. EmThat I do not live in Austria, where a kronen in the mons
went about in the McGaffey SANTA FE OFFICIAL
Hand is worth more
neighborhood and told it that he knew
by the bushel ;
NEW MEXICO GIVES
LOCATES IN GALLUP
that Gregory Page owned property
That I do not live in Bulgaria, where the Bulgarians
had never been on th tax rolls.
that
to compete in the fitruccle for existence with refu
Hon. Don Jacabo Montoya, treasur
This being true, it will be the duty
Governor Mechem Has Issued The .
ses from Thrace, Dobruja and Russia;
of the new tax assessor to put Em- er of Santa Fe county, will locate in
Following Proclamation :
mons under oath and tell where such Gallup on retiring from the treasurThat I do not live in Czechoslovakia, where the
is located in order to get it er's office of Santa Fe county. Mr.
mark has had such a
property
"We are again approaching the day established
far fall the native industries can't on the tax rolls and to be properly Montoya has long been one of the
of our great national holiday, Thanksgivobservance
the
are
natives
compete with Germany, and not many of the
assessed. In the interest of fair and leadinsr citizens of Santa Fe county.
ing Day, and in looking back over the year now drawing
working because there are few employers hiring any of
equal taxation and in the interest of He served as deputy in the treasurer's
to a close we find as a state and as a nation we have abunthem.
pood government Emmons should be office for four years, then was electto tell where such property ed to that office for two successive
made
dant reasons for gratitude.
That I do not live in Denmark, where the industrial
is located.
Probably Emmons was terms. Mr. Montoya will engage in
crisis is acute and
and
was the mercantile business in Gallup,
"During the past year the nation, was in the grip of
unemployment does not diminish;
just campaigning. Probably theredistriwill do a general mercantile business;
too much "wet goods" being
a labor war and New Mexico emerged without bloodThat I do not live in Esthonia, where an addition to
the population is all but a national
buted while peddling such citipe, At here. The Gallup Herald extends a
shed and without any material interruption in business.
calamity;
any rate, it will be the duty of the hearty welcome to Mr. Montoya and
While our livestock growers temporarily faced destrucThat I do not live. in Finland, which would be the
busicordo
will
a
good
new assessor-tget all property
predicts that he
finish of any man
on account of the drough, they were made able td
tion
a
As
rolls.
ness.
rectly listed on the tax
requiring three square meals day;
secure financial aid and have successfully weathered the
Emmons is one of the new commisThat I do not live in England, where there are nearly
sioners we are going to see that he GALLUP HAS NEW
wo million men and women in the army of the unemstorm.
attends" to his official duties in the
INDUSTRY
BAKING
ployed;
"The nation at large, while struggling under the optaxaand
equitable
interest of fair
That I do not live in France, where the only districts
burdens of the recent war, is emerging steadily
tion.
pressive
to get even Louis Golino has started his new
and
just
$30,000.00
D"on
Spending
ere are as many
men
and
are
rapidly; there is plenty of labor and good wages for
a8
be a part of The
Nancy?1
with Gregory Page and W. H. Morris bakery which will
and plenty of food. Our crops are bringing
Mr. Golino
business.
Candv
everybody
Shop
of
direction
the
in
may be a move
That I do not live in Germany, where, while there is
savs that his bakery shop will be open
our coal mines are working at full capacity,
see.
will
prices,
we
good
good government
'ess
to visitors at all times, that he in
.
o
indications point to increased prosperity and conthe value
and
all
in
than
elsewhere
unemployment
Europe,
tends to give Gallup a sanitary bak
M a mark
tinued peace.
descends so fast one's wages diminish a hun-are- d
BOB ROBERTS GOING
ery and produce the finest breads,
ff
BREAKERS
pay-ocent
per
while he stands in the line at the
cakes and mes that can be made. Ihe
AFTER LAW
"NOW THEREFORE, I, MERRITT C. MECHEM,
window.
Candy Shop will sell the products of
OF THE STATE OF NEW MEXICO,
GOVERNOR
Thus we see tne tanay
Bob Roberts and his deputies have this bakery.
That I do not live in Greece for obvious reasons;
to grow it) business
and
breakers
law
continuing
Shop
been
do
up
rounding
hereby proclaim THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 80,
,T.hat I do not live in Hungary, where, if I did, I'd
making it pay the county at the same proportions.
.
are
1922,
probably join the caravan 6f emigrants who
have
hunting
timo A number of
Work in .Tnr.noU;
in which T am
i
4- Ubeen brought before Judge Schauer C. M. ROUSE KICKED
thankful I do not live;
and the fines will net tne county some
BY HIS AUTOMOBILE
the people of the
respectfully recommend
money. This is one way to make law
1 do not
Monaca,
in
live
Luxemburg,
ana
Lithuania,
of worship, or In
in
various
their
assemble
for
their
tuUfi NAflai.ln A XT
state
breakers
fiddling,
pay
places
TT.1.- -J
Dntinnl RllTHQTlin.
Bob Roberts is one man who can
Thursday while C. M. Rouse was
to
God for all
thanks
return
and
their
Almighty
homes,
inafno-nftnthe
car
V&T"Pain Or Sweden whofn
kicked,
business
ia
cranking his car,
make 'em pay.
ourto
so
we
conduct
resolve
we
that
the
enjoy;
srm
blessings
Mr.
Rouse's right
badly.
juring
V61 and linamnlmrmATif ia rranprfil
as individuals, that we may conas
and
citizens
Willson was called and said that
Dr.
selves,
ELY
REV.
C.
E.
p
dic-at 1 do not live in Russia, where the socialists
bone was fractured. The in- tot
tinue to merit Providential guidance and aid during the
TO LECTURE SUNDAY thurywrist
we militarists execute and a workman is without
was very painful, laying Mr.
new year now at hand.
some
out
time.
in
for
2Sn? unless he ls an influential capitalist, standing
nnr P. C. Elv. of the Bavlor TJni louse
"Done at the Eexcutive Office this, the 18th day of
versitv. Belton, Texas, is in Gallup,
Predatory interests" and the Lenin administration;
BEDDOW-SIM- S
1 do not live in
are
November, 1922..
the Baptist church
at
there
lecture
will
and
where
Switzerland,
inn
Sunday morning at 11 o'clock, and at
"Witness my hand and the Great Seal of tha Ctxti
JW.OOO unemployed, not counting the personnel of the
Walter Beddow and Mrs. Sims were
the Methodist church Sunday niebt married in El Paso Texas,
League of Nations;
Mexico.
of
New
v
recently
Rev,Ely
Commencing Monday night,
of the Beddow
"MERRITT C.
That" T- rin w IiVa
where there are more
in
series of lectures st the Mr. Beddow is one
a
will
deliver
All A ui
Beddow-Buic- k
live
Com
nvj
of the
workers than work, and the safest
Gortracr."
Methodist church each night, until Brothers,
.
job is one in the army, further
good people
announcement All are invit- pany ofbe Gallup. These and
awttag the Greeks.
best
Manuel
the
are
Attest:
to
Martinez,
All
congratulated,
are
ed to attend these meetings.
Gallup
Lord' now thankful I am I'm an American and
Rev. Ely wishes of all are extended.
Secretary ol State.
H. in eJ?r
specially Invited to hear
will continue to be the hone of Mr.
the United States of America.
church
Sunday
at the Baptist
and lfn. Beddow.
ns

ed

'Jkl
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TAX BURDENS FOR 1922 CUT ON
COUNT OF STRICT ECONOMY IN TIG
ADMINISTRATION OF STATE AFFAI?J3
BY REPUBLICAN
TO TAKE OVER GOVERNMENT WITH
LOW RATE OF TAXATION "WHERE
WILL HINKLE CUT?"
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C2RVICE TO YOU
Li tha transaction of your banking
, lu:inec3, safe keeping of your funds,
end in the rendering of advice on
financial matters, or business pro.
blems.
An inspection of our facilities, will, .
we believe, demonstrate that this is
; a
good bank with which to have your
Checking Account.

tflftuiEY CountyBank

GaliurNwMexigo
ORGAN IZEO

1904
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NOTES

CCNC22GATI0NAL

Tit TOmum's Circle of the Church
'J five home cooked food sale at
t i Jenldo'i Drug Store this Satur- -

t
"

t J
r
1

morning, wovemtxr sow.
is invited

jeral

public
needs for the

week-en- d

ine

to supply

at this

Sunday morning at 9:45 a very fine
eel of motion picture will be shown
tefore the Church School. It is
"In the . Minister's Keeping."
All not attending- - elsewhere are cord-- .
to be present Sunday
tally invited
.

II

d:

from those in the Church will be sent
in together.
The sincere sympathy of the Church
goes out to Mrs. L. F. Karr in the
loss of her brother this past week.
A number of really needy people
have been helped with clothing this
week, but more clothing is still needed. If you have some you can spare,
call the pastor 315. Several too have
been helped in finding employment.
Word from Rochester, Minnesota,
has come to the effect that Rev. C.
W. Stark is progressing as well from
his serious operation as can be

aorning--

At the eleven o'clock Morning; Worwill preach on "The
' ship Dr. Stark
Coming Kingdom."
The "Worth While" Service Sunday
evening will feature the massive
new release entitled: "I Believe."
It is the greatest sermon against
attaism that has ever been made.
The E. A. C. Serivce Club will meet
Mxt Tuesday afternoon at the home
ef Ifrs. J. M. Boyle. As the meeting
comes just before Thanksgiving, it
will be in the nature of a "Thanks"
meeting altho there will be other
A "Thank Offering" will also
Cpers.
to help those iess fortunwill be
ate. Light refreshments

Opie Read

six-re- el

Ml

'I

II

,.:)

3 i:3

Thursday morning at eleven o'clock
there will be a Union Thanksgiving
fervice at the Holy Spirit Episcopal
Church, Rev. Clark of the Baptist
The
Church preaching the sermon.
Cotgregational Church, together with
all the Protestant Churches of the city
will Join in this service.
The E. A. C. Service Club will hold
a rummage sale on Saturday week,
December 2nd. All who can contribute
Clothing or other things are asked to
call Mrs. A. H. DeLong, phone 117.
A week from Sunday's "Worth
WbuV'Service will be of an unusual
nature. Watch for all the details next

The sua who edited, published and wrote tlx
ArkansawTraYeler lor a numberof yearsestsbliahec
himself u a humoral. But his upmbons befog tc
edify ud nuke people thisk, m well asta amuss
them, he turned to novelirtk etfort. The reauk hai
weeaj
Sunday, December 3rd, the Church been a Urge number of typically American tale,
will hold its annual Every Member aoosdy about the South, which, loi ploU, charade
Canvasa to secure pledges to cover drawma, aanatire powen and other aualiliet, have
the annual budget of the Church. caused him to be compared favorably with UM
Teams will visit every home of the leading action writers of the world.
Mr. Read was bom in Tennessee, but hu lived
parish and all are asked to remain
at home until after the team for their for a number of yean in Chicago. Formerly he wrote
district has called. Remember the date so auny itoriee and amazingly good ones, too-t- hai
a week from Sunday, December 3rd.
people all over the country began to complaii
Last Sunday a new record was set of lost of deep through Irving to keep up with Inem.
for attendance in the Church School He is about 70 yean o) age, but m vigor fully j
when 85 were present. This is dou- quarter of s century younger. Having become one
of the most popular platform speakers, hii time
ble the attendance , of a year ago.
entiieqr tiled with Chautauqua, Lyceum anc
The 1923 Congregational Hand Book
has lust come to hand. One item of ether lecture engagementi, but he still manages t
real local interest is the fact that the torn out a norel now and "then. We have been foi
toaate enough to secure Periwinkle House," hi
Gallup church is tenth in its class for
delightful tale of the old Southland, to be rut
the number of new members received Used serial
in this paper. WaUkfot .
St a
1921.

daring

Those in the Congregational Church
who are expecting to make a contribution to the Lukens Children's
Home at Albuquerque are asked to
hand their contribution to Mrs. A. H.
DeLong, President of the E. A. C.
Service Club and all the contributions

ALL THE WORLD LOVES DEAR
OLD OPIE READ. HIS WONDERFUL STORY, "PERIWINKLE

HOUSE," 00MMEN6ES IN THIS
ISSUE OF THE GALLLP HERALD.
WITH THE FIRST
COMMENCE
CHAPTER, AND YOU WILL FOLLOW IT THRU TO THE END.
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We take pleasure in introducing the latest creation
of their designers, the "PertectioN Back" No
longer need you worry about the bottom line of
your corset showing through the sheerest of your
gowns. The " PerfectioN Back" has overcome
this too common fault.
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Wualsrn

has ruined the question
A
of a quorum and the roll of the hous

ot representatives
Is being called

Most members try
to answer all roll
calls, In order to
maintain a quo
rum and vote on
all measures pos
sible.
Now the house
Is filling up, so wt
will look over the
personnel of the
body. The house,
If all were present, would be com
posed of 435 members, with delegates from Alaska. Hawaii, the Philippine Inlands and Porto
Rico. These delegates do not vote.
Clark In
I once heard
praising the bouse say It was the most
democratic parliamentary body in the
world. He didn't allude to politics.
As I have met the members and have
looked over the body of men I have
often thought of that remark. As you
now look down Into the house with me
I think you will realize, as I do, that
this Is a democratic body of men, representing, as It does, the whole of the
great American republic the greatest
republic In the history of the world.
Almost every type and phase of American cltlzenitlilp Is represented there.
s
It Is a sort of
melting pot.
Laborer and manufacturer; rich and
poor; big brains and mediocre ; wise,
all have
earnest men and
seats. All classes of business and professions and all shades of political
and religious belVefs are represented.

8

near-chump-

served.
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Looking In on Congress From
the House Gallery

high-clas-
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have ocand
cupied seats. The blind and the halt
are well represented. Only the deaf
and dumb seem to be missing, though
I nm of the private opinion that It
wouldn't Jar the feelings of the house
much If some members were so
stricken.
After some yeors of observation
from the Inside, I can assure you that
congress Is made up of a fine lot of
patriotic men.
Uncle Joe and Jim Mann,
Here is a good chance to look nt
some of the men as they walk
will recognize some of them from the
pictures you have seen. Uncle Joe
Cannon saunters In with the cocky
air of youth, chewing the cigar cartoonists have mude famous. If It Is
a cool day he may have his hnt on.
He was elected to congress first In
1872 and Is now serving his twenty-thirterm. Only twice In all these
years has he been defeated and he
told the house one day thut the years
he was out were the longest years of
his life. He Is 80 years old and Is
young for tlult age. I have seen him
dance at a dinner party, and I have
heard that he plays a little poker now
and then but never gets In over a
dollar or two at a time. He takes a
keen Interest In Important legislation,
has a sane view of public affairs and
makes a vigorous speech occasionally.
Uncle Joe, as he Is affectionately
cnlled, has declined to stand for
and will close his official
career with the ending of this congress, after serving In the house of
representatives longer than any other
man.
I think I have already mentioned
James It. Mann. There he Is by the
table. The two tables In the center
of each side of the house are used by
the leaders, by the chairman of the
committee In charge of a bill and by
others especially Interested In the proceedings of the day. Mr. Mann belongs at the table on the Republican
side. This Is his thirteenth term In
the house and he was long the Republican lender. He Is not the Fourth of
July style of orator but a most convincing speaker and the best posted
mnn on pending legislation In the
house. He Is a terror to those who
have private bills up on unanimous
consent duy. A bill must be Innocent,
Indeed, or properly amended, before
It gets through when he Is present. I
fnncy that he has saved the government literally millions of dollars by
his Industry. In some ways he Is the
most vnluuhle man In the house.
Two Party Leaders.
The other gentlemen by the table Is
Frank Mnndell, the Republican lender
at this time. He Is serving his thirteenth term In the house nearly 20
years of service and he has been absent only four days, an unequaled record, I think, Mr. Momlell is not a
lawyer, but Is an nble and fearless
leader, a keen thinker and strong debater. He was once a laborer and
later a railroad contractor In Colo
rado, uftenvurd going to Wyoming.
He has a hard,
Job,
but does It very well. When he makes
a motion It usually carries. Mr. Mon-dewill not be In the house In the
next congress, as he Is a candidate
for the United States sennte.
The leader of the Pemocrntfc side
Is Claude Kltchln, hut I cannot point
him out to you, as ho has been 111 at
borne for about a year. He Is a likable chap and was a man of great
force In the house. His place Is being
filled by John N. Garner of Texas, and
a worth v inbstJtut he makes. He Is
d

nerve-wreckin- g

ll

Nswapapor

Union.

18 years
serving his tenth term, and for
he was a unique member of the house
10 tjiat, during all of that time, ho
never let one of his speeches appear la
the Congressional Record. Since assuming leadership and speaking for
the party he lets his speeches go In.
The gentleman by his side is Finis J.
Garrett of Tennessee, who acta as assistant minority leader. Mr. Garrett
is in his ninth term. Ho is a keen
cutter, and can roast the Republicans
and their measures in a more polished,
clever and entertaining way than any
other member on his side of the house.
Only Lady Representative.
memTea, the lady on the floor is a
ber. That is Miss Alice M. Robertson
of Oklahoma, the only lady member
-

and the second woman to be elected
to congress. She was born In Oklahoma 66 years ago. Her father was a
missionary to the Cherokees. Miss
Alice has been teacher, a postmaster
s
office at Muskogee, and
of a
in recent years has conducted very
successfully the largest cafeteria in
Oklahoma. She Is not what some are
pleased to term themselves, a "new
woman." She Is a little
in a way, for she stands by her convictions and Is not easily Influenced
by organizations outside of her state.
She was never a suffragist, and It may
seem an Irony of fate that the only
woman In congress did not favor votes
for women. Miss Alice Is a popular
member. She accepts things as they
are, asks no favors on account of her
set and has more good horse sense
and Is less afraid to stand by her convictions than are most of her fellow
members.
That old boy up in the press gallery
Is General Sherwood of Ohio. He was
a member of the Sixty-sixtcongress,
but was retired by the landslide. General Sherwood was elected to congress
as a Republican In 1872, the year Uncle Joe Cannon first enme in. Then
he came back in the Sixtieth congress
as a Democrat and served 14 years.
The general is eighty-seveyears of
age. When retired from congress he
took up newspaper work, his former
profession. When asked the other day
If he would run again, he said: "No,
I can't afford It. I have got to work
now and lay up something for old age."
But late newspaper reports Indicate
that he may have changed his mind.
Not the Place for Oratory.
Who are the orators of the house?
Well, that Is hard to say. You hear
many speeches In the house, but little
I know several gentlemen
oratory.
who are uoted orators In their home
states whom I have never heard make
a speech In the house. Those who
have been used to swaying the multitude with their oratory don't get very
far with It In the house and soon become disappointed In their audience,
I must say the house is not a very
attentive listener. The members get
fed up on speeches. They don't care
for eloquence. What they went are
facts. Order Is not very good. Members come In and go out; they talk
and read; they listen if something of
Interest is being said, but they are not
sitting there for entertainment and
flowery speeches do not draw large audiences here.
A speaker Is often Interrupted by
questions. Any member may rise at
any time and ask If the gentleman will
yield for a question. The gentleman
usually does yield, and he often gets
his set speech badly punctured and
comes out with a tint tire. Mnny members read their speeches. President
Wilson end President Harding, when
appearing before congress, have always read their speeches, and Secretary Hughes read his great speech at
the opening of the limitation of arms
conference, so It Is not necessarily a
sign of lack of ability for a man to
read a speech, as It Is often done to
accuracy.
However, we
guarantee
have plenty of orators for all occasions and can furnish the country
with a good supply for the campaign,
Do the men in congress today rank
up to those of the congresses of years
ago? Well, yes; I think so. If you
nnme your Ideals of other days your
list covers a hundred years. You are
endeavoring to compare this one congress with fifty others. Of course, I
do not care to back this congress
against the whole of American history.
The congress is not made up of experts or highbrows or bosses or supermen. We have no breed of ruling men
In this country. It is made up of a
pretty good average of the citizenship
it represents men who meet their
folks back home on common ground
and do not tower too high above them.- -

Goodness!
The home3 that buy Lytona
know all the goodness that
any baking powder can give
them, with tin addsd nati
faction of profiting by its exceptional economy.
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Superfluous.
Camp, the famous athlete
and trainer, was talking nbout rough
football.
"One of the. roughest players Yale
ever turned out," he said, "went West
to work on a ranch. The cowboys,
having heard of his fame, asked him te
teach them football.
"So the Yale man made up twe
husky elevens, explained the rules, and
wound up with: '
" 'Mind, men, If you can't kick the
ball kick an opponent. Now let's get
bnsy. Where's the ball V
"'Oh, drat the ball,' said a cowboy;
'let's get on with the game.' "
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had adorned the form of her grandmother when In the village of Washington sho waltzed with Lafayette.
During a lull in the
capering a fall, handsome young man,
garbed In the fashion of the day,
passed with long and careless strides
from one end of the saloon nud out
townrd the upper deck.
Admiring eyes were bent upon him j
and one lady turned to her partner
and said?
"Oh, please, Colonel, tell me who he

you

a youn
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with

music-measure- d
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perils and that
ik future were
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prom-fc- s,
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tailed upon you
ts siecuio
tsrri-M- s
grU sad
purpose; the
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(ircumitances

tltat ur- tag tht conflict.
outlaw oper-itlunder the

Opie Read
on

of
fuorrilla warfare nao raiaea your noun
uid murdered your miner, ana men,
banging his body to a tree, had insolently pinned a card to It bearing
Would not you
the outlaw'e name!
likely do ae Vlncll Drace did swear
vow
to flna mat ouuaw, nans
l solemn
him ai high as Haman, and decorate
Mi corpse with your own card? Then,
while you were letting about to exe
cute that vow, suppose you met a fasci
nating girl with whom yeu fell In love
ana had the satisfaction of rinding
your affection sincerely reciprocated.
Then supposing It developed that the
of the man
girl were the daughter
upon whonl you had Bworn to wreak
Ia
vengeance. What would you do?
It not a satisfactory web upon which
to weave an Intensely interesting story
at romance, especially when the incident! occurred in the South following
the Civil war, the young man a northern sfflctr, the girl a beautiful, fiery
southerner, and all the other charac- and episodes of the South and
that turbulent period which marked
the days of reconstruction ? Would it
sot he mors absorbing If, as In this
the author were one of the
You
greatest of American novelists?
will did this
stirring romance worked
sot In the most charming way In
"Periwinkle House," by Opie Read.
No man In the United States has
written u many stories as Opie Read,
aid no author has had a larger number of readers. He was born In a
town In Tennessee
in 1ST.2, fol
lowed newspaper work for awhile
In
Kentucky, and then moved to LJtlle
Rock, Ark., where he edited the
Gazette from 1878 to 1881.
He
was next on the start of the Cleveland
(0.) Leader and then returned to Lit
tle Bock, where he established
the
Arkansaw Traveler, a humorous paper
which attracted the attention of
the
entire English-speakin- g
world.
Mr.
sa furnished most of the material
that went Into the mibllratlon.
He
conducted It from 1883 to 1891 and then
moved to Chicago, where he ha since
resided, engaged In literary work.
is doubtful If ODie Read himself
could recall the titles of all the books
SS UU) Written. Without
referring n a
hot. One or more of them I In nenrlv
every home where Action is Indulged
urougnout the land. They form a
conspicuous part of the fiction section
efevery public library, and are earned to stock by
every
ook dealer. During late enterprising
years he has
less nrollnv"
tn
.
I uv
vv .k IIVI I1IU1
e has not had the leisure
for writing,
or he hu become ons
of the most
eught after lecturers.
nd hi. tim. i
eoetkally Oiled with Chautauqua, Ly-w- n
and special
platform engagements, In this Work ha
hu
....
Metlcallv the entii
Jjelted some sections several times,
"jew always Is a demand for

w
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the Sheen of th mio-htflames fell in
IPPUng streams, and the full
moon,
Plng over the tall
timber, made
Uw at
herself In the wrinkled
rror of flood-- .
On the steamboat
"M the negro
s
were
"Kiting the buoyant anthem of the
HseIn the gilt, ennmeled sa.
wn, a
waltz, centuries
"woved from tiie momc
,)ellow of
Hack bucks
below, swelled out
Pon t breeze
that seemed
to
Wle with it, while sentimenteager
smiled
JM Hillantry bowed in the studied
cw of a
floating bnllroora on the
'isslppi. All ceremony was precise
"
inherited observance of pre- save when some
m refined dnndy of the woods,
OPOO

the
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deck-hand-
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love-lette-

pine-torc- h
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d

faded
Built about one
Ink,

of the smokestacks
was n shanty of boards called the
corner of the
"dog house." Turning a
stumbled
shanty, the young ninn
in
against some one; a man growled
resentment.
"I beg your pardon I"
"I should say you do!" A young
hu'fellow of unusual height and of
morous sllmness came forth out of the
und
shadow, The boat was landing,
on the shore rea turpeiitltie-torcvealed him, pale and long of face,
with collar cut low and chin standing
h

"

d

wing

nngered t00
W llflnor fly tn t!a

wilonj

plgeon-wln-

,ong

k,

the bar
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boundless

"Yes, sir," he added, "and although
may' not he necessary on this occaI nm, you
sion, yet if you knew who
would apologize some more."
the
"Ah, you don't say I" replied
seem
Yankee, smiling. "And as you
to be fond of the music of apology,
will you please tell me who you are?"
I
"I can do that easy enough, but
don't wish to frighten you."
"You are considerate. But the fact
enjoy the sensation of
It

ranch of the West
and along the lower
lay the great plantations
"
Excent for tho toil
th
Industrial life had been
only
happy Indolence; but
society
thrillln charm- n with is I rather
Z
" fromfright."
Europe, Intellectual
Shot-tie.- "
Ufa i.?,
"Then tremble: I am Liberty
"flnlged the luxury of
This
are
W breathed on the atmosphere
"What, you don't mean that you
big Missis-iteamboatj, for fantasies which really Liberty Shottle!"
c tte
"I swear It."
of us all
naT
And now will you
the water after
"Well, well
been
having
me as to who Liberty
from the land.
please enlighten
w ballroom of the Uona the Shottle Is? And why do you suppose
j
have heard of yon,
vart! "Jfe ""en and the women was that people who
tremble In your presence? What have
the odd ends of
ot
Old chests, you done?"
on me.
flurlng the Civil war,
J
"Sir, modesty puts a clamp
only a
rolnd tellwould
yon
now
And
,
had been "Pened to
inVv "y
name?"
faintly scented fluffs and ing me your
owered vests of Andrew Jack-atto- t
"Not at nil. My name Is Virgil
",nd the brKftdler In ruffled
I
I
WNh1
"You don't say? Well, well But
gallantry, extravagant
Now
either."
they
of
you,
never heard
?oLIPeeCh npon 014
and osplclous
wayed In the silk that laughed, the Joyous
mirth tf youth. They stood looking
Msnown,
J"
"""MPPl
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"COMMON SENSE APPLIED
TO SPENDING"
Tbt M Thtodors Rooiewlt'i
"Commoa
of ssvln
definition
sens spvUtd to psndina.1'
As the fsmous American's

tune

Yon never have beard advice favor-in- s
spending all of your Ineosse.
You hive repeatedly boen advlasd
by those whose advice Is valuable
that thrift la a commendable ehat
aoteriitte to CBltlvato.

apiece.

"Blundering fool again T Drace in
quired.
, "Yes, air, and I was the fool,
wanted to be a rich man and came
within one of It. You know, some
times Fortune hesitates as to whether
she shall crown you or slap you."
"In your case, she didn't seem to

hesitate

long, Lib."

Ons
Interest-bearin-

t

Tremble;
Shottle."
I

Am

Liberty

Una, with all the wool singed off and
the hoard acknowledged my qualifications, but they anight me shaking dice
with the boys and told me that ns
there were some brandies of learning

poker-room.-

great

or moro opens sa
Mount
savings

this bank.

GALLUP STATE BANK

"TEACH YOUR DOLLARS TO HAVE MORE CENTS"

GIBSONSOCIETY
ANNOUNCEMENTS

(Gallup Herald

you."

Shottle attempted to smile, but the
within him was still so hot that
For Those Who Worship
his effort ended in a grim tightening
At Gallup Churches
of the mouth.
"That's all right, Virgil, but you
must remember that you are one out
SPIRIT
How a fellow can lose
of a million.
OF THE HOLY
CHURCH
$200 at poker and get up from the
(Episcopal)
is
table with money still In his pocket
REV. A. J. G. DOWIE, Rector
beyond me. However, it means that
In
haven't
blood,
got
your
you
poker
which of Itself Is a marvel. But I wunt
BAPTIST CHURCH
to tell you that every man is food for
REV. V. B. CLARK, Pastor
some sort of desperate passion. If It
Isn't gambling, It may be love. How
Bible school, 9:45 a. m.
about that?"
Morning worship, 11 a. m.
"FLnsn't caught me yet," answered
Evening worship, 8 p. m. wo will do
"Come thou with us and
Drace, stoutly, even though the picture of the girl In the passngewny was thee good."
at the moment floating bright before
his mind's eye. "Of course," he addMETHODIST CHURCH
ed, "I mny marry, Liberty; that sort
JOHN W. HENDRIX Pastor
of thing runs In our family, you know.
CHURCH IN CHRIST
But I dnn't think the subject very In(Congregational)
teresting."
LEWIS A. STARK, Minister
"I grant you. In this we walk
shoulder to shoulder. But there Is
Service"
something of vltul Interest, Just now "Worship !b Preparation for
I lost."

"Yes, and a very nntural thing,"
- they didn't care to have Instilled, I'd Drace ti greed.
better get a professorship in some
"No, It wasn't nntural. It was unhigher Institution. Have you been In natural that I should lose Just lit that
there?"
time. It was an accident. Listen to
Liberty Shottle waved his hand; me for Just n minute. Anybody can
and Drace, thinking he meant the
do the natural ami expected thing. A
alanswered him:
dog or a cat or any other animal
"Only passed through. I've been ways does. It is doing the tiling that
rather worn with that sort of thing." nature didn't Intend that marks the
"Oh, you think I meant the bnlli I progress of civilization.
Now, I have
"
meant the
a proposition to make thnt mny seem
"Yes, I sat in there for a time."
unnatural.
Terliaps no man you ever
"How did you come out?"
met before would make it. But you
"Not very well. Lost two hundred," never met such a man as I am, be"You speak of losing two hundred fore. You couldn't look forward and
as lightly as if it were a matter of see me. Could you?"
Would you
breath Instead of blood.
"I didn't," Drace cheerfully admitmind holding my hand till you say it ted.
"And It would have been hard for
you
Why,
again? Two hundred!
know, a fellow would teach bullet-head- s you to believe that I exist, which I
and sissies for two months for don't, according to the belief of some
two hundred dollars . . . Now, let me of my folks. Now, then, what are we
Another stake? No, I
lay down a proposition : I am lucky getting at?
tonight. I lost fifteen dollars, all I had, nm not going to ask you to risk any
But this Is my
but I'd Just got up to the point of more of your money.
You let me have $100;
winning when I lost my last dollar. proposition:
Just one more ante, and It would have If I win, I'll pay back all I owe. And
come my way, I saw It coming, but If I don't, I'll belong to you your
but with
a blundering fool headed it off. Now, nronert.v. body and soul
here's my scheme, and it's a good one: this understanding, I am not to peryou want your two hundred bnck ; you form any menial service In public,
stake me to a hundred, nnd I'll go In And It is further understood nnd
there nnd make a cleaning. Don't re- agreed upon thnt If by any ehunce I
fuse, now, until you have let your enn raise $1O0, I am to have the privi
mind digest the situation. Most of the lege of buying my freedom. The first
errors in lids life come from snap $100, you understand, was a stake and
not a hum. Before you decide, weigh
Judgment."
"Ah, you think you can win, because the advantages of owning n man. I
will he your Greek, your enslaved phiyou lost?"
nnd turn
"My dear Virgil, there Is, you might losopher, be your Eplctetns
mu your mill, AVe will revive the ethics of
say, a psyinoiogy in everyming.
wins a fight? The man who believes ancient society. Wnn't that prove that
he can't? No, the ninn who knows he history rculiy does repent Itself?"
"Yes," answered Drace, "but I don't
can. And I know right now. Why, I'd
stake my life on It. You give me the care any more whether history rehundred nnd stay right here and wait. peats herself tlmn I do that a stamAs for my honesty, I ci.n give you
mering man repeats himself."
the mayor of New Orleans
"Now my deur friend soon to be my
nnd Judge Ilebbins of Memphis but master, I hope I ask you; isn't It
I'd
he died lust week. No matter
something to own a companionable
the paddle-whee- l slave?"
let
and
river
the
Into
jump
bebeat me into sausngemeat
"Yes,
By the way, do you know
fore I'd deceive you. Liberty Shottle, New Orleans very well?"
I"
that's my name
"What t Does a bloodhound know
Drace leaned back and' laughed.
scent of a darkey?"
Is
me
to
the
a
astonishing
thing
"Liberty,
And
to the
"All right, Lib here's $100.
going to happen. I'll stake you
I believe that within an hour from
hundred."
devotee ever re- now you'll be my .sroperty."
No superstitious
the
priest of the gods a
ceived from
CONTINUED NEXT WEEK
libation with more of emotional strain
he
when
evinced
OF P. ENTERTAINED
K.
Shottle
Liberty
than
adclosed In tight clutch on Drace's
deventurous hundred. Then he bowed
Thursday night of this week the
conferred
was
Rank
of
Second
and disappeared.
gree
beon a number of candidates by the GalDrace sat musing, and soon he
which an
so
been
had
he
lup K. of P. Lodge, after
wonder
why
gan to
served. The Galwas
this
supper
to
oyster
peculiar
$100
weak as to give
had lup K. of P. Lodge is now under the
Chancellor
fellow, a stranger. Well, Liberty
lu direction of E. P. Pickard,
amused him. Made him laugh, and
Commander.
this world there Is more money spent
for
for the promotion of laughter than
Tuof receiver! npw stock of heating
the relief of tears.
oil and gasoline stoves, at the
stoves,
sat
Presently Shottle returned. He
Hardware. Store. Adv.
Hart
ws It is our business to please yon and
down and though physically he
beneath make
you feel that you are receiving
light, the camp stool groaned
Drace waited. The Leona Mew the best of treatment Manhattan
him
horn and all the world Cafe. Adv.
her
bull-roo-

dollar
g

Too are Invited to call this week and make your Initial deposit

fever

'Then

birth-U- y

snnlverssry cons on Oetobss
Moo
27, It U sppropriite that this
of thrift b given enet more to the
young people
RooMvclt
lo said: "If you want
to bs sura yon era beginning right,
brain to saw." The advice of eeT
great man, la svery field of aotlv
ity hai Invariably been In fsvor of
saving and sgiinst xtrsvsgsnos.

.

after

pas-

sageway, aflame with light but deserted, there suddenly entered at the
far end a girl thrilling in litheness und
almost barbaric In dress. In swift unconsciousness of him she approached,
a great handful of roses In red glare
hiding her features. She lowered her
band ; he cntit,flt full view of her face;
and It seemed to him that his heart
ceased to bent, like a pendulum caught
und halted, then thrown again Into
She did not look at him as
mcPtlOn,
he slowly passed her. lie gazed Into
tier eyes as she bent them upon the
roses held out in front of. her; and
then he wheeled about to follow her.
ssuge, was
She turned Into a cross-phut she
the
he
to
entrance,
ran
gone;
had vanished.
In the young man's heart was a
struggle to call her, but there wns no
appropriate word; and then sobered,
the Yankee smiled at himself. But the
smile did not balm his delicious
wounds, and he continued his search
into the ballroom. There were many
handsome women, belles of proud vilseclages, but to none did he give a
ond glance. Again he passed out toward the upper deck.
For a time he stood gazing down
d
mystery of night
upon the
The fiddles were
on the Mississippi.
going again, and he heard slippered
feet whispering over the floor, but Itseemed to him that this scene of gayety wns forced, like a melancholy
of
laugh; It reminded him of ar book In
poems In tatters, of a

ti.i

CHAPTER

The Colonel placed his right hand
the bosom of his ruffled shirt und

his life.
For as he turned into a long

tl!ng

bulr-tangle- d

bowed. "Miss Lucy," he said, "it would
one of the satisfactions of my life
gratify your more than mitural
curiosity, lilt that pleasure is denied
me. I Ciin't tell you who he Is."
And then because the Colonel had
sighed his own sentimental distress In
tlie presence of Miss Lucy and because
her curiosity concerning the young
stranger stirred a jealous qualmhe
lidded : "He looks like a Yankee to
me."
The young man was a Yankee. And
lieiiaise lie wus journeying to the
South upon a grim and terrible mission, the gayetles of the ballroom had
grated upon him and he had sought
the solitude of the upper deck. Yet
It was tills moment that Fate chose
to bring him face to face with one
who was to change the whole course
of

teemed to tremble. Wlen the sound
had died, echoing hill?s away, the
gambler coughed lightlj and groaned.
uraee wondered why Re should be
tickled over any ohe's misfortune, but
he felt a merry
hi his blood.
"This boat's gol good buss voice,"
ne remarked.
Basa voice I Do you know what
Id like to do? I'd like to bore a ten.
Inch hole In her bottoin und let her go
down."
"You must have lost, Liberty."
'Dont call me Liberty, Call me
LIbJuet Lib ; that's enough. But let
me tell you something.
Never In all
my life have I ever come as near being a rich man as I was Just now. I
had won by George, I had so much
money stacked up In front of me that
a mulatto from the North called me
'marster.' And then a cog slipped. We
could have split and had a small for

"No the
And
hag I
then do you know what she did just
as I was forced to get up from the
toble in as hot a fever ' as ever
scorched a man's blood? She smiled
at me. Now, I'll swear to that. But it's
all over. A fellow has his little day,
and then stretches out and lets the
undertaker measure him."
"Yes, Lib, and I'd advise liira to
bring along extra tape when he comes

be
to

..(. ..

;0t

deck-huml-

Is."

u

Jjw

unon the
loading
freight, listening to the stream of the
second mate's profwiity, who swore
his emotion by the
stars, the moon,
the river, the universe; and when the
Leona was. on her
way again, the
fiddles going, the
muddy roustabouts
singing, Liberty Shuttle and Druce
seated themselves
on
campstools,
engerlng toward swift acquaintance,
the friendship of two natures fur
apart
In aim and
principle.
"If you've got two cigars, I'll join
you in n smoke," suld Shottle, "Thunk
You see, my people, what few
you.
of them are left, say that I don't
exist. They haven't cost me off, or
anything of that sort, but being of
stuid habits themselves, they swear
that I am too unreal to exist. Lord,
what Is the world but queer? What's
your game?"
"I haven't any any
game," pnrried
the Northerner.
"Hut what are you
on
doing
this boat yourself?"
"I'm going down to New Orleans,"
replied Liberty, "to see how long I
can stay there. I had a pretty fair
Job a couple of months ngo teaching
a school near Memphis.
They liked
me, too. I've got a sheep's hide from
Chapel Hill university, North Caro- -

The Alter Society

Special)

met

with Mrs.

Amada Scott on the afternoon! of
November 7: those present were the
iMesdames Wood, Becker, Hummis,
Grantinfi, Akers, Redmond, Redding,
Dooley, Artez, Holmes and Miss Celia

Mrs. Guy Lund, stenographer at
Mine No. 5, is quite ill this week with
an attack of La Grippe.
Mr. Grouting, one of the engineers
has been confined rto his home on account of illness.
Clarence Uland is suffering thU
week with a badly strained ankle.
The Alter Society met with Mrs.
Julia Rusnac Thursday, November IB,
those present were Mesdames Dawson, Redmond, Redding, Ortez, Scott,
Kettle, Ferrier, Granting, and Wall.
Refreshmente of doughnuts cake, coffee and nut bread were served.
Among those attending the dance at
the City Club in Gallup last Saturday
nigh were: Mrs. Ed Jones, Miss, Bell,
Mr. and Mrs. Lias, Mrs. Gardner, Mr.
Bell and Charley Kelly.
Mrs. Lillian Wilson, Mrs. Gardner,
Mrs. Rusnac and Mrs. Wilson attended the picture show in Gallup
Sunday evening.
Mr. and Mrs. John Will entertained Mr. and Mrs. Rudio Hummis, of'
and Mr. Jack Ward, of Shaft
Junior Church Worship with Gallup,
- No. 6, at dinner Sunday.'
"motion
reel
of
pictures,
aa splendid
Louis Robinson, of Santa Rita has
s
"In
The
Minister
neepmg.
entitled:
a position in the Gibson
10:00 Church School with classes accepted
Store.
Last
needs.
and
Sunday
all
for
ages
John Pitts, of No. 5 Shaft has been
we reached the high mark of 85. Let's
ill for the past few days with
quite
now!
a
hundred
make it
tonsilitis.
11:00 Mornine Worship witn a
Arthur Middleton, of Katy, Texas,
sermon by the pastor on "The Coming is one of the new grocery clerks at
,
Kingdom."
the Gibson Store.
:30 "Worth While" Service, fea
Mrs. Minnie Akers, of Shaft No. 6,
new
re
reel
six
massive
the
turing "1
who has been quite ill, is able to be
Believe."
It is the ereat out
again.
par Kprmnn aeainst atheism that hag
Miss Helen McNulty is visiting her
ever been made. This is one of the aunt, Mrs. Minnie Akers at the Shaft
trulv ereat pictures. Don't miss ltl Hotel.
Mrs. Bennie Wilson of Gallup, was
NEW IDEA IN ROAD BUILDING visiting her many camp friends the
'
first of the week.
The Gibson Orchestra is giving a
Cement Mixed With Certain Typos of dance at the Gibson Theatre Saturday
Soil to Alter Characteristics
night.
Jack Ward commenced working in
Being Tried.
No. 5 office last Thursday.
Mrs. Gaines was visiting Miss
(Prepared bjr the United Stales Department
Bell, at Gibson Hospital the first of
ol Agriculture. j
week.
Mlsing cement with certain types of the
Chester Aimes is convined to his
soil to ulter the characteristics of the home
with a severe cold.
soils and nialte them more suitable for
The S. S. S. Club, of Gallup High
road surfacing und suhgrades Is an ex- School met at Helen Brown's home
periment recently conducted by the in Gibson this week. Those present
bureau of public roads, United States were: Gertrude Philips, Eloise Burke,
Department of Agriculture, which is Margaret Sims, Frankie Clarke, Genenow proving its value in actual use. vieve Davis, Ana Laura Seibel, Lola
The treatment whs first suggested and Seibel, Beatrice Porter, Elizabeth
and Helen Brown. The guests
tried out at the Arlington experi- Brydenthe afternoon
spent
taking snap-shoResults
of
bureau.
the
mental stution
and singing.
was
ar
warranted a field test, and It
ranged with the California state highway department to try it on the adobe LIGHTED CIGARS DANGEROUS
soil there.
A part of the federal-aiproject in Discarded Butt or Cigarette Thrown
Solano county was selected for the
on Wooden Floor of Steel Bridge
test. The dry soil was well broken up
May Cause Fire,
and harrowed to a depth varying from
cement
6 to 12 Inches and mixed with
(Prepared by the T'nltod States Deiwrtmsnl
of Agriculture.)
in the proportions of 1 part cement
Don't, throw away your cigar or
to 10 parts soil and 1 part cement to
It was Intended to cigarette when crossing a bridge with
20 parts soil.
floor, advises the bureau of
water and roll the surface but rain a wooden
DeOne section was allowed public roads of the United States
prevented.
of Agriculture.
It may start
to remain untreated for purposes of partment
a fire that will destroy the bridge.
comparison.
Many such fires ore started. Most
the
showed
that
A recent Inspection
of
them are put out with small damuntreated section was badly broken
age, but occasionally a large structure
cracks
to
usual
shrinkage
the
due
up,
Is destroyed. It seems strange that
characteristic of adobe soils.' The steel
bridge should he destroyed by
a
make
to
Intended
not
treatment is
but
heat from a burning floor
fire,
to
alter
hard surface like concrete, but
may cause the destruction of the
the properties of the soil so that it whole bridge by
softening; the break-In- g
will be stable and lessen the effects of
of one weakened member will
moisture,
cause the whole span to drop Into
California plans to conduct additionthe river. On some large bridges a
obal experiments, which will be
watchman Is kept to guard against
and
bureau
In
the
detail
by
served
this danger, and In a dry season fires
cost data obtained.
have been known to occur dally.
A committee composed of a repreRoot Crops on Now Land.
sentative of the bureau and repreGrow root crops on small pieces of sentatives of the national board of fire
and
sr
heavily
land.
new
They yield
underwriters, the lumber and creosote
good feeds, besides furnishing vege- Industry, end the Engineering
tables for the toble.
s prominent engineering maga-sinIs now Investigating the subject
'
In
China.
Highways
and considering the best means ef
Highways of frim 88 feet to 55 feet protection.
to
In width are under construction
China.
If your nronertr is worth kaV"? t
Is worth being protected
.
Pavement
of
Many Typos
wrHen fcy !j
snce
roads "Do ftpolicy
In the modern
tow." I "!, C l oTM
constructed In the United Bute then Chas. w JTarli
are 48 types of pavement represented. SOS W. Coal Ave., I
ts
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Th Protective Tariff and Free Trade have long been
r tloss for debate before the American people.
Tktrs are only one of two things to do about Protection or
either protect or not protect.
Trc Trtie,
a
discovered America he found a country
Vfc-Colaiabus
'
has ever been the
Agriculture Imam
r ?t t usiroloped resources.
ataw hAan
ii
...v
una
c,. rriA
.j...u.iu
ClVliiXaUOn
i5-"JC1
e
13
agncuiiur
ana
manninafor
agncuuuic
civilizing
f
tyzcy
Columbus to
1
"l.rt cremation of the people who followed
or manu--- :t
factories
no
were
there
rCr ntny years
i
As the colonies grew,
in America.
ttliu-o- ns
i
anrf th nroHurts of our farmers at-.....tmi
.
..L-.fthm
n
nM WoHH. and for manv vears we
i
i. j tv.
-materials
that fed the manufacturing msti-tie raw
I
izii
'Izzs of ErsUnd. The wise ones among us saw that we could
raw materials by building factories. This would
j our own inJananHanf
.t .v.
nennfe. The idea crew and was put
t
and
many factories were built, most of
J actual operation
as me lactones i
(
n i3 the New England stales. from
our raw materials and
goods
L"i could manufactureover
sell them at lower prices
and
here
finished
goods
cLfjthe
the
than we could make and sell the same toarticles ourselves,
the
iiea of protective tariff was advanced own equalize thus
giving
goods,
ence In foreign made goods and our
or a
our people the advantage of buying either home-mad- e
made goods at equal prices. This worked for a time. The
that to induce our buyers to buy their goods in
foreigners saw home-made
to
goods was to make their foreign
preference
roods a little better than American made goods, and so the
competition between foreign made goods and American made
roods became keen and active. Then we saw that in order
to protect our American made goods against foreign made
roods we would have to add more to the "Protective Tariff,"and we did. This is how we learned how to apply the princi.
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Z

for-iiz-

. "WmHu Tariff

.1.

i
As said, most of our factories were built in our own New
.England States. The South remained a producing or iarramg
nrcount of slave labor. Southern planters
were content to farm to produce the raw materials. Our
States are too cold to produce cotton. The South
North
The
has ever had a monopoly on this industry raising cotton.
New
as
in
in
Livemool
as
well
mttnn
aatl
inst
r.nnA
tier
xa
uva
,VVww
pwk VVUIU
ItWHMI
Jersey. The South didn't relish the idea of having toinpay a
on an article that was manufactured
ITotective price
be forced to buy the same article from our Amen-..- .
American manufacturers
nef tn
iinfiiitiinN JMWV
vw maintain ...
(AU UaUUllHUlV4Df
where Oshe could
merchandise
her
to
wanted
South
the
buy
.
.
.
il
same
me aoum rca-t'- 4
me
ume,
oesi.
and
the
ai
tay fhafcheapest
atia inn1H tnarlfpt hpr nroducta iust as easilv in Liv-as in New York. The South considered that a "Pro- ' l:ctive Tariff' was of no commercial benefit to her, and here
fh "IVu TraHa" iHoa rnmo in. As time rolled on.
4.
the Republican party championed the "Protective Tariff" pnn- Clple, ana tne souin cnampionea me pian vi nee muc.
Today the two principles of commercializing our great
wealth, as between ourselves and between foreign nations,
fo receive t.hfl Attention of Dolitical economists the
Republican party for "Protection," the Democratic party for
'Tree Trade."
W.V AJ UWH Kaliatra
. in a nrntertiva tariff that. Will nrevent
of
necessity from coming into our trade chanany commodity
nels. We have the right and the power to lower and raise our
tariff.and this should be done. We take the broad view of
th argument Aft between the "Protective Tariff" and "Free
orotection is not for the manu
Trd." W take the view that
for the laborer alone not for the capifacturer alone
talist alone it is for the whole country.
We believe in protecting everything that needs it, to the
( end that we may make use of every kind of brain and find use
this system we will produce
for all human capacities. By
A nntinn nf- farmers, nr a nation
nannla
K.ffar
o4
'
""" "
ifVV""
ICai CUM ltfcV4 or
or a nation of
a. nation of mechanics,
of manufacturers,
. .
t
II woumJ soon
common laborers, would oecome narrow ana sman,
dwindle And die of narrowness.
'
The American plan of "Protective Tariff" has made
made usl the
America the most powerful. Nation on earth, has
IT
moat prosperous, tne veaitniest; oecause oy rroiecuon we
have given vast opportunities to our increasing wealth, and to
wa Viava
Aim
AVW f rrmpH
C Vl (navaaainff
v.wv a Tif fl rt n P i"fn
lUVlWaDlll nAnnlofmn
VUl Aiaw
pV(UIIHWM f Tl
talents, and Cthus
with mind and muscle,
employing our many
i
mostitmausinous peopie on me late vi uic
we nave Decome tne
earth.
The American plan of "Protection" is for all the farmer
In the South, the manufacturer in the North, the miner in the
mine, the miller at the grist, the spinner at the wheel, and by
-
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FOR THE COMMON PEOPLE

'&

are ever
Democratic orators from Billy Bryan down
c
mocrat.
D
the
vote
to the common people to
tjjkjt
build air casties, diow soap """"V"";"
e
to lill and lead the dear common Peop
tje'r
Bryanism leads towards socialism, anarchy, "nVrchv towards
bolshevikism, bolshevikism towards
democratic
oblivion. All this for the common people-- tje
Br an sajs
peop
party has ever made love to the common
he loes
that
sas
MacAdoo
common
people.
that he loves the
so
allur
and
the common people. The dope is so bewitching
inff that thP rnmmon oeoDle actually feel themselves being
of love
swallowed up in the
fum1(rh
In Gal up we have the same Kina vl iivVa&a
somewhat t less in application, and along
ana
So a nff-rAt
m
uiws " - Such-- element,
vjanup
accompiisnmenuj.
to
their
plays
thPp are daubed the common people.
pats
sense of prejudice, making them feel that the fellow who
follow- This riff-rathem on the head is the v.proper Moses todnnfferOUS
DOlltlCai lia- eiemeni in wanup nave ucwunm varv the
Democrats
Gallup
so
by
bility to McKinley county, made
v
last
wuw.
tne
in
having bargainedftAftthem
riti-ra- ii
Aft t
ok
5a nnn nn for
- - the nile. This
.
male, iiuiu 4iu,vuv.vw w yuvfvv....
xney
no nottiin.
have no politics, . no aiprinciples,
element....
L .i
iTAtir at rnofn Till V
u
want all they can get, just so tney gei
f
that wui iurmsn mem
any or no taxes. The political party
work and pay them money at each election time will get their
McKinley county polisupport, and herein lies the danger toelement
in order to get
this
tics. The Democrats must have
control of our county government, and with tne control ui mc
the expense
county government they will build up a machine atmen
win ee
of taxpayers. Sound thinking and sane business
uu
mc
this scheme and vote against tne nng, uui
element with them, the
bunch are in and with the riff-rait will be hard to oust.
mntad
that
...:h
i
k.
illumine win uc ou ucvpij iuv. The country people will come to see this and will vote against
anything coming from uaiiup in tne snape wi a
ticket. The Gallup Democrats have set the pace. McKinley
county taxpayers will pay the bill.
Just a few years ago fellows
COMPLETE CHANGE:
i.
Avoralla.
in
ioi
, w.
, snrap were hatless and
in
v
went uvci niio inuu vtu
to
wear shoes went witn- ventured
shoeless, and some who
out sox, most of them went witnout unaerciuines, vci
:n. - aun,,A nr. nf fhaiV hair and nnv or all of them COUld
d
for hours while orating on the beauties
hold you
of Socialism these teiiows were soliciting Buuatiiiuyno w
iu. Ann.nl Dumn " Thia naner (rninpd A circulation that
The editor died.
counted
by thei thousands.
.
... its subscriptions
Ai
TJn A f v n M J
The ' Appeal to Keason went into omer nauua, naiuciuauKnw thflt naner has even changed

tict
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PROTECTION AND FREE TRADE

.

HERALD,

Artist with

his brush; from the tinker at his bench to the builder of Pull
man Cafes all are protected an are Denentea.
For these reasons, and if for no other, the editor of The
of Republican political
Gallup Herald would be an advocate
'
principles.
There ia not one iota of reason for beincr a "Free Trader.
It is a narrow, selfish, contracted plan. Yet, this country is
headed for "Free Trade." Ninety per cent of the laboring
classes of this country are supporting the Democratic party,
and the Democratic party is wedded to the idea of "Free
Trade." The laboring classes are going to get just what they
want cheap shirts, cheap sox, cheap shoes, cheap hats, cheap
bread, and they are also going to get just what the laborers
ox the European countries get tne lowest possioie wages, m
AAUtnr blf
Trade."
v nil fhii VUA
Amanoon laVinrera with
t .v.. "Frpfl
Qll lillU) aiiv niUVtlbUM
' aUUillVll
from
hands
of
out
thousands
and
thousands
will throw
factory
our manufacturing institutions, thus creating keener compe-titio- n
for every job from top to bottom. But, this is what our
; American laborers want, and they are going to get it.
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Something to wear, of course-thin- gs
to wear are the gifts most appreciated, by

all men.
What more pleasantly expresses the warm,
friendly spirit of Christmas than a stylish Hart Schaff.
ner & Marx Overcoat of thick, warm, fluffy wool?
Or perhaps some smaller things will be more
appropriate such as Holeproof Hosiery, Manhattan
or Wilson Bros, shirts, Perrin's gloves, a muffler, neckwear or handkerchiefs.
Whatever you decide on, you'll find it here
the best that can be had, and most reasonably priced.

You'll find courteous, unhurried
service here, too

Buy mens gifts at a mens Wear

its name, from the "Appeal to Reason" to "The Haldeman- Julius Weekly." The policy 01 tne paper nas uuucigyuc
r.nnlr.fA .kmoa fmm ranlr Snfinlism to that of IndlVidual- ism, now opposed to everything that even smacks of Socialism.
The world do change.

The wage earners of the United States
The
h
drubbing Free Tradeare due for a real
and
a
stood
for
tariff,
ever
has
protective
Republican party
which protects the wage earner, as much or more than our
manufacturing institutions. But, the wage earners of the United States have thrown in with the Democratic party, the party
of Free Trade. If the United States was on a Free Trade policy now our wage earners would receive wages on a par with
as much as paid American
Germany, which is just
labor. In this country the people get what they vote for. It
is coming. American wage earners are due for a Free Trade
drubbing.
FREE TRADE: The Democratic party is the party of
Free Trade. Free Trade in the United States would kill many
of our manufacturing institutions, throw out of employment
many thousands of wage earners many thousands of factory
v,onHa
Thoaa thousands nf facturv hands eat. wear clothes.
consume many millions of American home i products. 11When
i.1
Free Trade throws tnem out 01 employment wnere win mey
starve.
or
go, and what will they do? They will do something,
on a" nar
with Enron-r will w
U'kKnII fVinr ivArlr
O I
" wnirfts
mvj ' renpive
ktiJ ' ' J thov
ean wage earners the whole world will be on a par as to
wages. The old estaonsnea manuiaciunng centers 01 Europe will continue to manufacture American raw materials. Such
rMamifaftiirinor institutions in America will co out of business.
But this is what the American
say
wage earners want.i.l They
.
Ai.
so by voting the Democratic tiCKet, ana mat s exacuy me way
to get Free Trade vote tne Democratic ticket.
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THE MEN'S SHOP
210 COAL AVENUE

The Home of Hart Schaffner
& Marx Clothes
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HIGH TAXES: The Democratic party, whether local,
State or National, has ever been and always will be the party
of high taxes. The Democratic party has ever been and al
ways will be the uarty of class legislation. 'Ihe Democratic
party has ever been and always will be the party of Free
Trade. The Democratic party has ever been and always will
be the Dartv to play in the hands of European manufactur
ers. The Democratic party has ever been and always will be
the Dartv aeamst tho best interests of American institutions
The Democratic party in America will be to America what the
bolshevists are today in Russia against everything and in
favor of nothing.
SALUMANDA DEMOCRATA:

Let a fellow go out on

the streets of Gallup and abuse Gregory Page and in less than
two hours A. T. Hannett will send for this fellow to come to
his office, and there he will receive the first lesson in Gallup
This fellow will be instructed as how to keep
Democracy.
up his abuse of Gregory Page, with a few doses for Old Bill
t.
This is the way the Candidate for
Morris, thrown in
Governor makes himself think that he is headed for Santa Fe
in 1924. And, perchance the fellow does his banking with
The Gallup State Bank, John J. Emmons will be put wise and
the teilOW S DanK account win oe auiuaieu. naimeii anu &m
mons, a duet who are ever doing it raising hell.
too-boo-

store

LEBECK & WYLIE

TT'S COMING:

sure-enoug-

HE WANT

For Christmas?

1

1

.

WHAT DOES

wm
"During the past year the Nation
hii
in
in the grip of a labor war," says Governor Mechem
witThanksgiving Proclamation, " and New Mexico emerged
bufr
hout bloodshed and without any material interruption in
witness." Yes, and the very fact that New Mexico emerged
hout bloodshed and without any material interruption in
is one of the main reasons why New Mexico went Dem-

GIVE THANKS

:

bus-nes- s

ocratic on

November 7, 1922.

TAKE YOUR CHOICE : A Free Trader is one who wanj
himself on a par with the cheapest of all in the
A Free Trade Farmer is one who wants to raise hogs, sneep,
ana m
cattle, corn, wheat, potatoes and every farm product
such on the Free Trade markets of the world in competitiM
with all the world irrespective of locality here or etoewM
If a bushel of corn can be produced in any other country cnev
er than in the United States the Free Trader wants to sei n
corn at the lowest price. A Free Trader wage earner ww"
sell his labor at just exactly what the lowest of the
earner
wage earners sell their's1 for the Free Trade wage M
cant
that he
the United States is so tender-hearte- d
receive "Protective Tariff Wages," because such is more
his Free Trade Brother in the European countries receive is. iw
h
as much in wages as
many is now paying just
earners of the United States are receiving. The Uniwo b
L
Free Trade wage earners don't like such protection, the
Free Trade, and they vote the Democratic ticket in oraei
get what they want and they are going to get it.
wide-wori- a.

one-sixt-

has
THREE TIMES OUT!: Truman H. Newberry
w
case
his
signed from the United States Senate. After
ne
before all the courts, then a trial before the Senate,
seated in the Senate by a margin of five votes. His cw .
came somewhat of a National issue in the last campa
nowi
many votes were made for the Democrats by theirdumP-intn
out
Now
is
quit
Newberryism.
Newberry
all the howling done by the Democrats about NewwJ? ft(
none of them were honest enough to say one word
w
probable millions spent by Henry Ford in his effort
u
tne
all
to
spend
Democrats
Newberry.
expected- Ford Uaot KoWDerry'
ho nronfaJ
J
igan Democrats, McKinley county Democrats, Demo:",coni-wherand everywhere are just exactly alike they
mn any sin. nor do anvthintr wronz. spending
:.,,,
McKinley county to elect their ticket was perfectly leg11
politics.

President Harding has much to be
BE THANKFUL:
.,1
thankful for this November, the Year of Our Lord Nineteen
thankful for prosperity returning
Hundred and Twenty-tw- o
on a sane and sound basis, for more labor being employed than
on March 4, 1920, general taxes reduced and going lower,
American labor protected from competition with loreign labor,
Liberty Bonds restored to full value, Cost of National Govern
!
ment reduced many millions, freedom irom agreements with
JUST SUPPOSE : Just suppose that C. N, Cotton,
at
command
us
the
of
would
that
nations
Europ
place
aoouv
but
they finally foreign
LINCOLN SAID : "The people wobble,
10 constructive legisla- Cary, or that T. F. Smalling would busy themselves
.wobble right." Political upheavals, like carbuncles, usually ean wars, and -a program ot returning
around soliciting deposits for their banks? Just suppw d.
t
Neither radicalism nor tion.
of these gentlemen would run around a la wharf snnn'i'
are of some good to the
reaction is the basic mood of the American people. Sane and
dlers, hunting money for their banks? Just suppose
MORE WAR: Ninety per cent of the laboring classes these
Governorderly progress is what has made this Nation "A
gentlemen were guilty of maligning another Pa"jtutioD?
cent
At
nf
ninetv
riomnfrntin
the
Der
tiVUpt
tho
least,
,.ntj
ment of the people, by the people, for the people."
stitution,
abusing the officials of another banking ms"1
laboring classes give Woodrow Wilson credit for plenty of What would
the public in general to thinx oi
v
icui Answer the you expect
ai ycnuu.
v
FIRST MESSAGE: The Candidate for Governor's first- money aunns menowtvuim
nmj
for
question
yourselves.
to vote for Woodrow Wilson, MacAdoo,
Demo- are ready right
message to the next legislature, which will be largely
so doing that World War
anv
other
or
Democrat,
believing
by
and
office
'
Auditor's
State
to
the
kill
be
demand
a
cratic, will
When? "Eleceion is over why don't you let "P?cJS
doesnt prices will come back. One of their leaders in Gallup said to
discharge the Auditor. The Candidatehisfor Governor
a
wona
war
tane
can't
we are on the pay-ro- ll
win
it
tnat
ii
Herald
of the Democratic County
editor,
affairs he can hire The Gallup.
want any State Auditor meddling with
us have a World Committee, and need the
V"
let
money,
to
us
Govpeople
plenty
working
for
give
the
Candidate
money. We are stickingcneca,
the auditors as he wants them. When
of
u
ere
ia
state
of
at
mind
manv
a
Thia
trta
tioia
our
the
our
mJ
received
fully
V
11IU
doing
f Ckl, Oil
f
part. We haven't
ernor wants to Juggle figures he doesn't want any State Audi- who
vote the Democratic ticket they never vote the Repub- coining. We may have to give the account to Gallup
tor to conkey with them taking figures out of one column
and a World mg Attorney, and will if he will advertise it in M
style no lican ticket because they want plenty money
r- -J
patt!ri theti la another;- is distinctly a patented
r.
War.
Newspaper, r
;..
v;.
:
I J.t Auiitcr. is needed. .V.

v

e
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25, 1822
Hon. R. L. Baca was over from
Santa Fe Friday looking after matters connected with the Department
di tiusiice.

HEMSTITCHING New machine,
goou worn, corner warren Ave., and
North 4th Street.

SPUR LAKE NEWS

wmm.

(Gallup Herald Special).
lieo. Hooser and Prof. M. D. Evans
were in uina Saturday and Sunday,
Visiting the Geo. M. Rixmnld. fmilv
and Forest Ranger, Ben Rogers, and
getting their hunting licenses for the
hunting season.
Messrs. Anderson nnH Rrnro fmm
Reserve were Spur Lake visitors last
i

o

Mail your Xmas parcels

CIII.

EIIOXEN

CEMENT TO REPAIH

early.

MARVELOUS RELIGIOUS
FILM SUNDAY NIGHT

weeK.

Ira .Townsend came in frnm Tnvna
Sunday, after an absence of about
Ooe of the greatest features that
tour months.
has ever been brought to Gallu will be
The thresher will be at L. M.
the showing of "I Believe." the mas
See the Flnnner Dnllv Hnfc Frames.
Wednesday. Everyone is get
sive six reel release, which wil be
want one for!'" Jhin6s in shape to help with the
little
will
Every
girl
given at the Congregational Church in Xmas.
"
Sum- - 1
Six different styles.
Hoir killing time is here. Hnndrirlc
Christ buntlay night at the "Worth niers
tol2-1Adv.
Millinery.
While" Services.
Bros, killed a three hundred pounder
"I Believe" is an exposition of the
Monday. Mr. Charles said he was
going to kill a small "shoat" You
fallacy of atheism and is the greatest
see "shoats" grow to be pretty good
WE SHOULD SAY SO
sermon against unbelief that has ever
been made. Any who are wont to
sizeu in spur L4Ke.
Mrs. Jack Burrows states, it is
doubt, or feel their faith slipping, or
coou iaea ro ieea vour cows, but not
who are careless or indifferent to the
from A. m tun
(Exact
liaairt na nn
inner things of the spirit, should not
a..y t00 freeiy, 0f oats, on election day,
fail to see this wonderful film.
and when she returned home, the cow
Mrs. Roat will give a vocal solo and Independent," of Nov. 23, 1922.)
the whole service will be truly "Worth "KU KLUX CLAN CAN DISBAND" naa "KicKed the bucket", and was
gooa "uoyote bait."
While." If you have not been attend
Perry Hedrick was a Reserve vlsi
ing these very helpful services, won't
"The Ku Klux Klan which was
tor Wednesday and Thursday.
you try them out this coming Sunday
a factor in winning the elec- quite
Mr.
Charlie Whalen is home from
night? If you have been in the habit
ion on Tuesday
in McKinley
the road camp and is getting ready
of coming, you cannot afford to miss
County and some of the other
tor a trip to uaiiup.
this service next Sunday night.
counties can disband once more.
T. O. Howell and wife have return.
o
There will be no further need of led from
Gallup with a big load of
a
it for long time. The RepubliFOR SALE A furnished home
things to eat and household
can gang will never again come
with four lots near high school
into conrtol."
call at 102 W. Coal.- Mr. and Mrs. Sam Cornbee were
up from Gruntersberg last week.
claimWe
should
Mr. and Mrs. Benton Rogers were
say so. After
Mrs. E. H. Harlow visited in Gal
lup during the week as the guest of ing the support and votes of all the Spur Lake visitors from Luna Friday.
o
and
gamblers
Mrs. Gretchen Lyon and Gregory bootleggers,
ANNOUNCEMENTS
now admit that you METHODIST
you
prostitutes,
to
enroute
was
Mrs.
Harlow
Page.
supported by the Kinir Bee of
her home after a visit in Wisconsin. were
out-lagangs, the Ku Klux. But Sunday school begins its session at
Mr. and Mrs. Harlow once lived in all
Gallun. Mr. Harlow was master me better go a bit easy. You might need :46 A. AL
chanic here for some time. Their your Ku Klux to escort your CandiPreaching both morning and even
home is now at Richmond, California. date for Governor over to Santa Fe inr.
1924
in
he
when
makes
his
attempt
The subject of the sermon at the
Mrs. Harlow was in Wisconsin durto shove Jim Hinkle out of the State
"A Whole
morning hour will be:
ing the recent Senatorial campaign House.
some Discontent Achieved," and the
of Senator LaFollett. She stated that
while all the better class of people
subject of the evening sermon, "Shall
We tie Pessimists 7
in Wisconsin were against LaFollett, MADE
BY HIS PEN
ENEMIES
In preaching last Sunday on the
yet he was able to be eleceted by a
big majority, by the foreign element
subject of, "Contentment Achieved,"
Twice
him
Great
French
almost
Wisconsin
Writer,
Voltaire,
for
of
being
there appeared to the mind of the
Sent to the Bastille for Attacks
to a person.
pastor another element, and that is,
on Government
o
What is one to do with those natural
:
elements of life that makes one dis
Don't forget the methodist ladies',
Jean Francois Marie Arouet, who contented? There is a certan sense in
bazaar and dinner on Wednesday,
December 6, at the Methodist church is better known by his assumed name which discontentment is a virtue, an
sense in which it is hardly
of Voltaire, owed much of his grace in other
parlors. Adv.
possible to drive it away. Consider
o
society to the celebrated French cour this element with him.
tesan, Ninon de L'Enelos. He was also
A MOST REMARKABLE
Now four years have past since the
NEWS-ITESTORY Indebted to her for a substantial leg Armistice, four years away from
acy which was his upon her death.
that greatest of human carnivals of
from A. T.
Voltaire early came Into conflict hate, war and blood. No such tra
(Exact
Hannett's Newspaper, "The Gallup with the government and It was his gedy could come upon the human race
without a certain Divine responsibilIndependent,", of Nov. 23, 122.)
pen which got him Into the predica
XIV had ity, nor could he be held guiltless, we
Louis
Is
recorded.
It
ment.
citiformer
"G. W. Sampson,
unless out of that
died and the duke of Orleans was'ap say reverently,
zen, writes from Kansas City,
some greater good than evil
tragedy
of
all
the
minority
pointed regent during
Mo., that he wants to know
could or will come out of it. Let us
the young successor to the throne, study this together for the evening
about the Democratic victory in
in
New Mexico and particulary
Voltaire Improved the opportunity to hour.
McKinley County. We just sent
wrlto a sarcastic piece about the re
The banquet room of the church
him copies of our papers in which
gent, and for his trouble he was ar was the sence of a feed last evening
is carefully related how the coal
Into
the Bastille, given by the teachers of the Sunday
rested and thrown
companies and the people in genOn his release his play "Oeillpe" was school. It was their regular Council
eral had found out the real intenproduced and soon after governmental meeting and it had a good representations of the republican leader and
force. Plans
tion from the
quarrels landed the man of letters In were made forteaching
his wonderful sheriff who needed
our Christmas pro
the Bastille again.
the helD of seven hundred thugs
grams and the like. Also a move was
to arrest one farmer who had
On his second release from prison
inaugurated to add greater system
come to town to purchase two
Voltaire Journeyed to England. Upon both to accounting for attendance and
to
writ
himself
pounds of coffee, and who died a
devoted
he
his return
absence, and to add some other
few weeks later from the frightand to commercial pursuits, which teachers.
lng
ful abuse and exposure the sheriff
enabled him to live In ease tne rePerhaps you haven't heard, maybe
subjected him to.
have heard of, but haven't heard the
of his life.
mainder
"He will also learn of how the
As the years passed Voltaire became large choir that takes it's place at
coal company turned the big
service. Well, they are
bitter In his attacks upon the cnurcn church at each
leader down for electric juice as
good work. But suppose you
and he became thoroughly hated by doing
soon as they discovered what sort
don't take this as authority. Come
of a citizen he was and left the
the clergy. When he died in 1778 the and hear for yourself.
him
town with a little old electric sysrefused
St.
cure of
Sulplce
o

&
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Sets

Carving

6.

be

For Thanksgiving

and get a

sure

H

'

a.

wai.a,

WINCHESTER

SET

CARVING

A

WE HAVE

"..''u-JSS-

f

i)t inmr

I

ASSORTMENT

GOOD

I

L

tin-ho-

SHANKLIN

G.

Furniture

Hardware

THE KAHN

w

SPECIAL
BARGAIN SALE

Store
sale, price
issued an
Muncine the big event. If you hav
eat received one of the big price list
circulars, call at the store and get
Kahn

The

Department

holding a special bargain
Kit circulars naving oeen

one.
o

Hail your Xmas parcels

early.

Lou Stewart has associated with
' P. A. Ferrante in the
jewelry business. Mr. Stewart is one of the best
business men of this place, and we
bespeak a
new firm.

big share of trade for this

Brose was in Santa Fe last
business with the State Educational Department.
H. W.
week on

largest and best

Only the

an

com-

represented by this agency,
assuring you or prompt and satisfactory settlement in case of loss. Chas.
W. Davis Insurance
Agency. Phone
putes

M8.-A-

dv.

Little

lias

Leola Margaret Byus
ill during the week.

been quite

Ely, of Baylor University, Belton, Texas, is in our city, and
will preach at the
Baptist church on
Sunday morning, and at the Metho
dist cnurch Sunday night.
Rev. E. C.

Mail your Xmas

MRS. W.

parcels early.

F. WALKER
TO CHICAGO

GOES

tem that can easily be beaten
the old hand power system."

W. F. Walker will spend the
winter in Chicago, then in the spring
time she will visit in Washington.
Mrs.

Mrs. Walker will not return to
Gallup until late next spring.
o

REV.

Xmas parcels

by

To the foregoing we must comment,
and would say about as loiiows:
Astronomers tell us that the North
Star is so far from our earth that it
takes the light of the Norh Star forty
years to reach us. In other words, we
see the North Star, not where it is
tonight, but where it was forty years
way A. T.
ago. That's just about the Governor's
Hannett will reach the
chair at Santa Fe about forty years
from now he will be able to get a
glimpse of the soft cushioned seat in
the State House of New Mexico.

D. C.

Mail your

early.

W. W. TURNER
HERE FOR A HUNT

Rev. W. W. Turner Sr., and son,
L. W. Turner, are here to enjoy a
hunt in the mountains of Mt.
Taylor.
Bev. Turner is the father of Julian
and Bill Turner, and L. W. Turner is
IF YOU BELIEVE IT,
a brother. Rev. Turner lives in Quin- IT'S SO'
wn, uKia., and L, w. Turner is a
Merchant at Bartlesville, Okla.
This sfcnrv was selected by the late
Bill
Turner accompanied his father and George Loane Tucker to be his next
oromer on the hunt.
production alter "xne nurture
He had planned to star Thomas Meig- Edward Hart, Hardware, for stoves, han in it.
neaiers and all kinds of hardware at
Mr. Tucker believed it to be one
moderate prices. Adv.
nt tv,o finest, stories ever written. It
FOR SALE
Baby buggy, good
condition, made of reed.
Apply at

fostal Telegraph office

m

Do you

believe a thing" and then
you believe it that it is
roe 7 See the wonderful
picture at
Rex
Theatre
Jne
next Tuesday night,
.

be-e-

that if

November

28.

Tlie Lord is not

slack concerning
promise, as some men count slack-- ,
but is longsuffering to
that aty shouId perish- .Lllin
n that all should
come to repent-- 2
Peter 3:9

'deals with human souls in much the
manner of "The Miracle Man," tno
there is nothing of "faith healingrein it, and tells a gripping tale of
generation. t
Question the strong
rt is
has yet
est drama in which Meighan
of exappeared, and the title is full
ceptional advertising possibilities.
Tom Forman, director of ;'The City
uu
of Silent Men" ana oiner aiewmu
has excelled himself in this one.
To be shown at The Rex Theatre
wii-hnii-

night,

Tuesday

November

28.

RED

MEN

SLAVES

AS

Purltana Had No Scruoies in I nui
Employing the Enemies They
Captured in Battle.
The Indian captives in early Mas
sachusetts wars were divided in lots
and assigned to housekeepers. Even
the gentle ltoger Williams once wrote
for "one of the drove of Adam's desluve.
his
as
serve
to
seed"
generate
Rbv.
Peter Thatcher of Milton,
Mass., bought an Indian In 1073 for
5 more at the end of
5 down and
servant for the
a
the year
times. One of her duties was to taite
car or tne rnaccner iiuum.
after the purchase, the reverend gen:
tleman made this entry in his diary
"Came home and found my Indian
girl had liked to have knocked my
Tlieodorah on the head by letting her
fall. Whereupon I took a good wal
nut stick and beat tho Indian to pur
so no
pose till she promised to do
more."
The Purltnns sold Indian captives
ns slaves to the West Indies. King
sold
Philip's wife und child were thus
and died there. Their story was told
in scathing
language by Edward
Everett.
high-price- d

This

V

T."

CLEAN

For quick results on
all metalware use

SAPOLIO
Cleans

Scours

Polishes

Large
cake

waste

r.

HELD

Economic Ingenuity.
is not only entertaining, bu
picture in
nnt onlv
entertaining, but
An English Jew, successful In a
Jlil kWI
educational.
business deal In New York, wrote the

Cooking Utensils

Hmh.1.

I

Mm

Tk.

U.S. A,

PWO
3CXT3

: "Busifollowing message to his wife
ness successful: 3,000 profit; snll tomorrow on the Mnjestlc. Arrive Liverpool 20th ; home early same evening.
JACOB."
Tour loving husband,
Jacob, however, was appalled when
he found the cost per word and set
at work to reduce the length of the
He reasoned as follows:
message.
Itnchel would notice that the cable
was from New York and, having no
friends there, would know It must be
from Jacob. She would know, too,
that he would not cable unless he hud
been successful. She would remember
that he had expected to make 3,000.
She would guess that he would take
the first boat and that she could
office.
identify that from the shipping
was
there
think
would
she
Finally
not her
was
he
if
wrong
something
end Ja"loving husband." So In the
cob's telegram consisted of Rachels
name and address
Dally News.
only.-Cnl-

eago

The only exclusive Insurance agency
in Gallun. Chas. W. Davis Insurance
Agency, phone 248. 203 W. Coal Ave- All winter millinery at greatly re
Some beautiful patduced prices.
tern hats in stock. Summers Millintol2-1ery. Adv.

"

-

I

j

This Msndad Pitohar Hat mmd in Ua
(Frtpand

bj tktof

BUtw
ifrlcnltara.)
Dtttcd

Dwtitmat

for Three

Yim

can be picked off, and the seams CUTl
fully scraped to remote any excess cJ
white lead. The old wmj wu to
the mended article together befoct

Among the household crafts which
ts
re well worth developing la the art
of repairing china. In other words, If
to dry, but this la
you are unfortunate enough to break putting it sway
eur to do.
your favorite pitcher or one of great
If the above directions are cart-grandmother's plates, don't fall to pick
followed, a fairly perm I nut
fully
for
office
home
of
the
the
up
pieces,
cement Is obtained, and the dish ttai
economics of the United States Debe considered once mora as a
partment of Agriculture has found oat member
of cupboard society. "
bow you may put them together again.
Requires Skill.
Riveting
la
the
to
first
difficulty
Obviously
china menders naa
Professional
get a cement which will be permanent
rivets of silver or copper wire In adenough to stand washing and reasona cementing process. Tnlfl
ably careful handling and which will dition to
not be affected by climatic conditions. riveting requires special equipment
The Department of Agriculture, after and special skill and Is beyond the
It
comparative tests, recommends what average housekeeper. Nevertheless,
Is known as "grandmother's white Is well for her to know that suck
work can be done If the dish Is rate
lead" process.
able and worth putting Into the
Material.
Cementing
The cementing material In tills case of a skilled workman. An expert n
Is white lend such as Is used by this business can often supply mis
artists working with oil paints. It may sing pieces, with the design restored
be rubbed with the finger on the raw If need be, and glased to appear
the same as the original.
edges of the dish and the piece which practically
The home worker can supply mls
Is to be cemented Into place, but before the white leud cement is applied, sing pieces with fair success If they
It Is well to rub down the edges a are not too large. For this, plaster- very little with emery paper to make pnrls lrworked up with a good quality
room for the thin layer of white lead, of liquid glue or other kinds of liquid
so that the dish when completed will cement until the msss Is as stiff as!
not be distorted In shape. Care should putty. Work some of the material lata
be taken not to use too much white the space to be filled, mold Into place,
and rub with a wet finger tip unt3
lead.
Melted sealing wax Is dropped here smooth. The material used acts as ttai
and there on each side of the seam to own cement
When the olaster-of-parpiece ft
hold the piece firmly In place so that
It will not slip out of place. If the perfectly dry, It may be tinted with
dish Is broken In several pieces, one artists' oil paints to look like the reetj
of the dish, and with a little care any)
piece after another can be added In
the same way. The dish should then IUI.BM VfVCU UVHW mmj
be set away and left for eighteen or replaced. Over such painting
months or two years to give the white this, when It has thoroughly dried, ttj
d
lead time to harden thoroughly. At la well to apply a coat of
enamel.
or
varnish
wafarnrnnf
Hu
wu
wnllng
nf
time
thnt
thf
ls

w

light-colore-

GET THE MOST FROM EVERY

DOLLAR
BUY YOUR SUIT AND OVERCOAT this season where
you can be the judge from first to last where you can
select your fabric the color the style you like, and
have it TAILORED To Your INDIVIDUAL MEASURE.

FOR 30 DAYS- :To Introduce Our Tailoring, We will give EXTRA
TROUSERS FREE with every suit bought within the next
THIRTY DAYS

Periwinkle
House

A SUIT AND EXTRA TROUSERS FOR

PRICE

READ
By OPIE
AUTHOR

FOR

Or
"A Kentucky Colonel'' "A Tennessee

OF

A SUIT

THIRTY

DAYS

ANOTHER tale of the old South
teller. Mr. Read is the last of the
able novelists born prior to the
Civil war. He was old enough
during that conflict to have a
slear recouection oi u ana w
retain some accurate impressions
times. As a reof
sult, he has been the romantic
historian par excellence of Dixie.
"Periwinkle House" is not a long
novel; rather, a novelette, but it
is the latest work of Opie Read
and therefore an event in literature. It contains some new
manifestations of the authors
humor and Diiilosophy, some
character types, a love story, and
a treatment of episodes, all entirely different from anything
heretofore written by him. Readme it is like turning back the
pages of time and going into an
earlier ana more romantic penou.

The Sign

Good Tailoring

oi

ante-bellu-

De Luxe Cleaners and Tailors
Our Cleaning it Absolutely Odorless
REBEL and RAY, Proprietors
Phone

Delivery Serrice

11

CLEANING

DYEING

PRESSING

Club Lunch
(FORMERLY JACK'S LUNCH)

Follow this Rare Tale
as a Serial in

Re-paint- ed

"PERIWINKLE HOUSE," OPIE
LATEST STORY,
READ'S
IN THIS ISSUE OF THE
READ THE
HERALD.
GALLUP
FIRST CHAPTER, AND YOU WILL
READ EVERY CHAPTER THRU TO
THE END.
JKr
S

and Newly Equipped

ALWAYS THE BEST
TOM SLADZ,

lWpr:c?1

;

1922
THE GALLUP, HERALD, SATURDAY. NOVEMBER 25,

A SWING BACK

CI3

For a quarter of a century the Apat Girard,
peal to Reason, published

WANTED

CUD-ACIN-

.

IT'S

FC.1 SALE

j Tcr Particulars As To How To

a

Get

Demonstration FREE
D. H ACER

JOE

STOLES

soap-boxe-

A PROLONGED COURTSHIP
old man

Tbe

unmarried

"Let

hasn't

WANTS

stand

"Can't I sell

"What brand?"
"The Sweepstakes."

"No, Indeed. I saw sn advertisement giving a picture of a fellow who
had taken one bite of those and was
wearing a grin that was positively
Idiotic. I don't wunt to take any
chances on looking that way." Retail
Ledger, Philadelphia.

qualities and economy of operation.
TTHE greatly increased demand for Overland and
cars is due largely to the expressed
Willys-Knigsatisfaction and enthusiasm of our present owners.
INVESTIGATE the used car market and you will
discover that used Overlands of present design
cars are rare
move at good prices and Willys-Knigamong used car stocks.
ht

the Crowd Laughed.
(In loud voice: "I venture
to say to this crowd of people that
there Isn't a man In this audience tonight who has ever done anything to
prevent the destruction of our vast
Why

ht

Lecturer

OVERLAND PRICES

.

WILLYS-KNIGH-

Touring. . .$1235
Roadster
Coupe. .

......

.$795

forests!"
As he paused for breath a little man
In the back row rose timidly: "Yes, I

875

PRICES

T

. 1235
1795

Sedan . .

.

.$1950

.

,

. 1435

Touring

7

Pass. Sedan

....

have; I killed a couple of woodpeckers onct."

.
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high-grad-

INC.

Sales Division, Toledo, Ohio

TOASTED

one extra prooet
which 0ivea a
delicious flavor

mem
Ivstsiikg

Vnr Qpvsral vpars there has been
a Socialistic trend all over the world.
Boshevism in Russia definitely stimu
lated the trend, in Wis connection
l
ia vara InrArpfitincr in Irnnw that
Leon Trotzky once lived at fort Scott,
Kansas, near uirara, ana contrmutea
Reason.
ortiiOpa ti thn Anneal to
There have always been many radi.

Fresh Shipment

cals in America and in some com
munities they have elected mayors,
governors ana congressmen.
There is now a definite revulsion
against the Socialistic philosophy and
the death of the Appeal to Reason
and in its place the birth oi a periodical devoted to educating the masses is highly significant. The tide of
radicalism

has turned.
Wichita

ROADS IN

FEDERAL-AI-

D

JOHNSTON'S
CANDIES

HOFFMAN'S

Beacon.

HAND DIPPED

PLAN

Whol
System Designed to Serve
Country and Will Be 180,000
Miles In Length.

CHOCOLATES

The chief of the bureau of public
ronds of the United States Department of Agriculture will probably
never personally Inspect all of the
roads provided
system of fedenil-nifor by the federal highway act and
for which Initial appropriations have
been made,
The Rystem Is being designed to
serve the whole country and will be
approximately 80,000 miles in length.
Should he make an Inspection, traveling at the rate of 30 miles nn hour,
8 hours a day on all working days,
and not go over any mile twice, It
would require nearly two and one-hayears to complete the Job.
ia no

and
WHITMAN'S

1

He Knows.
"My hushand Is merely a manufacturer of waste baskets," sighed the
"It seems
woman with aspirations.
such a prosy occupation."
"On the contrary there Is really
nnmpH tVint. urwMptv
much poetry in waste baskets," re- better than the individuals who complied the unappreciated bard.
pose it, that the only way to improve
society is to effect the regeneration
of the individuals, and that social jusThat Was All.
Roberts Jlggs did not stay long tice is primarily a matter between
when he called on you at the office. man and man and not a matter of en
on the mass.
Robinson No ; he wanted to borrow forcing cooperation
Education and enligntment helps
5, and went away as soon as he got

TP you have or can command the facilities to establish
e
repair shop and local sales organization,
write
WILLYS-OVERLAN-D,

Chronicle-Telegrap-

Bad Advertising.
you some of these pork
and beans goods?"

de

Coupe
Sedan

r

Pittsburgh

d

525

her

"Yes, dad," giggled Alice. "But suppose he doesn't ask me to marry liiiu?"
"H'm," reflected papa. "In that
case Just tell him I want to see him."

car handled by
QVZHLAND and Willy
est tjencjr permits the live merchant to do busicomfortable
ness with those who desire a high-gra'tar-pricecar as well as those who desire the larger
cad mora luxurious car at a medium price.
Vt7E invite comparison with other cars in the same
T price class as to materials, construction, riding
..

.$525

me

"Yes, father," simpered Alice.
"Well," continued her parent, "If he
asks you to marry him when he comes
tonight, tell him to see me. Under-

to establish a sales and service
csacy In this community

Touring .......
Roadster.

retarded his remulnlng
daughter critically.

see, Alice," he reflected.
"Young Fuiythe has been calling on
you regularly for tlx or eight months,

Inc.

D,

ri..

v.

SUto Dmnoiutrator
NEW MEXICO

UILLYS-OVERLAN-

to the
Kansas, has typified Socialism
radicals of the United States.
It was circulated from coast to
coast and was the mainstay of the
faithful. It was the mouthpiece of
rharioa VAxcara Russell and
all the other major figures of Socia
lism. It was read Dy eastern univeradical tendrsity professors who had
It was quoted from by "Uto-encies.
.TnneB.
It accompanied the
It was
on his travels.
r
held up Dy ITOlSKy anu uurei
radicals as a proof of the growing
America. A
great publishing plant was built up
out of the earnings.
for the paper
i
r tti.1
, T.iHn o rhn
yesieroay c. niucinmi-,u"'- as a radical
i... ,,hiehe tho nauer
organ for tbe past five years, suddenly
c
announced a
nounced Socialism. He changed the
ha miner. He said that from
now on he would abandon the preach
ne was an ining of collectivism, as his
owner ship
dividualist and during
and publication of the paper had felt
a mental ann lempermenuu
against the agitation and radicalism
for which the organ had stood,
whan iht subscribers read the new
Weekly"
paper, "The Haldeman-Juliu- s
uiDww- many OI vnem prouauiy
tinue their subscerption in anger and
disgust and will seek to start
orreat Socialist weekly, but the
lesson of the incident will still remain.
in his an
Mr. Haldeman-Juliu- s
nouncement says some very interesting things, and we quote from his re
marks:
"I do not belive humanity can be
I
Violncil hv institutional reforms.
m on individualist, not a communist
or a collectivist. I believe in the man
not in men m the individual, not
the mass. iiy improving ones sen
anrl nnt one's neiirhhors. bv develop
ing one's own character and not med
dling with those around one, tne
nf
W. ' YPtllinp0
.V. ...... will hp nermanentlv
I
improved. Not believing in political
institutions as the penacea for human
ity, but ratner in an enngnienea individualism,
,. T, I cannot further edit the
Appeal to neason . . . i nau uup-e- d
to retain the name of the Appeal
to Reason, but the name has been
a symbol for radicalism so long that
I lind 1 cannot.
PorVinna anme rf
" - iho ahnva nhilnsu
i
o;:hy has a familiar sound to readers
of I he Beacon, in a number or edi
torials dealing with religion and soc- inlncripul nrnhlema wa Vtfivp frpnuent.- ly pointed out precisely the same con
clusion as mat voiced Dy Mr. tiaiue- -

action which is absolutely necessary in
a workable government, but religion
is still more important, for religion
puts into the heart of the individual
the wish to do good deeds voluntarily--t- o
abstain from selfishness and hate
to do unto ttthers as one would be
done by. It is this fundamental Cothp. rpli pious nhilosonhv
ntract
and the Socialistic philosophy which
makes so many Socialists oppose the
church. If the Marxian formulas are
accepted there can be no such things
Socialism
as a Christian Socialist.
is built upon materialism and the atupon the
tempt to impose
macs fViriatiAnitv is built uoon the
spiritual outlook and the attempt to
affect the regeneratom of tne individuals composing the mass.

BOX CANDIES

at

lf

JENKINS

Benefits of Good Roads.
Fresh food Is made avnilnble for
the city children, better schools and
wider social opportunities are pro
vided for the country boys and girls,
through Improved highways and mo- -

DRUG

STORE

It.

"I see; just a case of touch
London

go,"

and

Tit-Bit-

Trade with the

HERE'S A CHRISTMAS
GIFT FOR YOU
And Every Member of Your Family

READ!

THINK!

ACT!

, Big thisSs are happening in our world. Big things are happening ia ear nation, Big thing are happening in our state. It
is yew slaty to see that your family has access to the sources;
tf information.

The only way to knew is through regular reading of reliable newspaper.
Here is aa anoraal opportunity to provide yonr family with
each newspaper daring the cominf year.
For $8.0 payable with yonr order on the coupon below yon
may receive THE ALBUQUERQUE HERALD daily and Snnday
and THE GALLUP HERALD for one year.
The regular subscription price of THE ALBUQUERQUE
HERALD is 85 cents per month, $10.20 per year. The regular;
subscription price of THE GALLLUP HERALD ig $2.00 per year,
Total $1120.
If you take advantage of this special offer between now and
Christmas Day, yon can have both for $8.00, a saving of $4.20,
Ton know THE GALLUP HERALD, It gives you the home
aews reliably every week.
THE ALBUQUERQUE HERALD is the leading and fastest
growing newspaper of the southwest. Owned and operated by a
small group of practical newspaper men it is independent in politics, amply financed, ably conducted. It is building a fine new
baildhig ia Albuquerque exclusive for its use, installing new color
presses ami other modern equipment and ig alraedy issuing a four-pcolored comic section snd magazine action with each Sunday's paper. It has the complete leased wire news reports of all
the great press associations entering the southwest It is illustrated with splendid, timely pictures. It carries novels and short
stories by the beet writers. It ia supplying a 100 per cent complete newspaper service. Ton will find it invaluable and a friend
and helper ia year home.
at

: Get both these
papers for your family. If you act now The
Herald will be started inuaediately and your subscription will
cover the entire calendar year, 1923, without extra cost.

P.

O. BOX 387, GALLUP,

Enclosed find $8.00 for which hav The Gallup Herald and the
Albuquerque Herald, Daily and Sunday, mailed to address below
from date, to January 1, 1924
Name
Address

.

........
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Hendershott

&

Sawyer

At Latt.
'George, dear, I've something I want
to talk to you about."
"I'm glad of that, darling. As a
rule you wont to talk to me about
something you haven't got." Windsor Magazine.

!

"Would you marry a man in order
to reform him?"
"If I
"No," replied Miss Cayenne.
were to marry I'd want to be the hend
of a household and not of a reform
school."

WATCH

I

Iv Winrlrtwe fnr

Competition.
"I see they're going to get after
the home brewers."
"Don't you believe it. That's Just
New York
bootlegger propaganda."
Sun.
A Dark Outlook.
He Be mine, darling. You are the
lamp that alone can light my exist

ence.
She Yes. dear, but papa doesn't
think you are a good match for me.

eighteen months.

N. M.

Phone 64

Prompt Delivery

The Epicure.
"Would you mind turning off that
electric fan, waiter?"
"Yes, sir. Too much draft, Blrf
"It Isn't that, but I don't want the
aroma of tills camembert I'm eating
to be blown away."

Extravagant Son Of course 1 keep
a running account at my tailor's.
Irate Father Running account? He
tells me it has been standing for

THE GALLUP HERALD

AND GET THE BEST MEATS THAT MONEY CAN BUY

Sweet Perfection.
s perfect wife," esld
"Her eooklng's not a crime,
when
she makes a date with me
And
She's always there on time."
"I have

Change Needed.

CLIP THIS COUPON TODAY

,

MORE VALUABLE THAU
DIAMONDS
"What are you doing with that
lump of coal?"
"I am taking It to my Jeweler's to
have It made over Into an engagement ring.

No Long Distance Appeals.
"Wife going to the seashore tola
summer?"
"No, decided to stay at home where
tbe money supply la close at band."

The End of the Honeymoon.
"When does the honeymoon end?"
"The Drat time the bride asks for
something and the husband replies
that U can't afford It"

?

CDAL
Sales and Real Bargains
EVERY
Tuesday and Frfiday

THE GALLUP, HERALD, SATURDAY, N0VEM2ER
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Vvtramely

W03--

Grant seems to have been
sensitive. When he came
of his second terra at West
'.
w
liven a furlough and
b.
In his gray unl-I!home on leave
ttle country town la
The
was Immense-himusefait parents lived
smart
uniform, and
the
by
were
Inhabitants
the
of
taers
SLSdlng. Grant was so hurt by
MWBthat he never again willingly
Whenever the
1 uniform.
Insisted, he mounted it, but
he doffed It
U icon as permitted,

nlrtl

JU
lit

L

S,

ft

?
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Hurts of Royalty Preserved.
The last English sovereign to have
tits heart removed from the body after
Batb and to be separately preserved
Queen
i 1 silver urn, was of"good
her slater,
Aane." The hearts
consort,
Queen Mary, and the latter's
II and of
Bag William III, of Charles
for
Queen Elisabeth, are also cared
In Westminster abbey.
Coeur-de-Lto- n
The heart of Richard
s still In the custody and care

of the
'csnon and chapter of the cathedral of
Bones.
It is under his recumbent
efflgy, In that ancient fane, and was
brought to light after the lapse of
tlx centuries, In 1838, inclosed In
cukett of lead and of silver, and withered almost to the semblance of an au
turn leaf.
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Our States
By JONATHAN BRACE

ARIZONA

XLVII.

HISTORIC-

ALLY,

Arizona Is
both the

reg-ditio-

double-battose-

youngest and
probably the

oldest of our
states. While
It Is the last of the states to be
admitted to the Union and as
such dates its existence only,
from 1910, Its history before the
advent of white men dates hack
into the dim past. Here were
located those interesting people,
the Cliff Dwellers, and the ruins
of their cities high up in inaccessible places have caused much
speculation as to these ancient
people. It is supposed that these
Cliff Dwellers were the ancestors of the I'ueblo Indians and
were decidedly more advanced
in civilization than their neighbors. They were probably of
the same race an the Aztecs of
Mexico and understood irrigation, agriculture and the building arts.
It was rumors of the great
Pueblos that instiguted the first
visit of the white men. Tadre
y
Nizan in 1339 explored this
and he was followed by
Coronado In search of the mythical wealth of the Indiun cities.
Coronado, though failing to find
the reputed gold, did discover
the Grand Canon of the Colorado with its wonderful scenic
beauty, which has become one of
the great assets of the state.
This region was considered
part of Spanish territory and
when Mexico declared its independence It became a Mexican
After the Mexican
province.
war the section north of the Gila
river was ceded to the United
States and the southern portion
was acquired through the Guds-de- n
ter-rltor-

Purchase In 1853. In 1803
from
Arizona was separated

TURKEY
'Talking Turkey means talking to the point. And the point
if that I can save you money
repair
through my
service.
Have you ever stopped to think
of the money which is wasted by
before
throwing away ahoes
their real usefulness if endad?

Oh,

New Mexico and made a territory.
The derivation of (he name
Arizona is uncertain, but It possibly came from the Spanish,
meaning "dry belt"
(byMcClure Newspaper Syndicate.)
-'--

My modern repair service does
not destroy the comfort of the old
shoe It merely makes that comfort more valuable to you by
retaining it at the same time
that it makes the shoe found
and watertight

BOTH SORRY

Sorry

I

had

to ask you for

fiver I lent
you, old chap.
I
can
Well,
eympathlie with
you. I'm sorry
you have to too.

that

Bring in those worn shoeJ and
let me fix them up.

CITY ELECTRIC
SHOE SHOP

Wruettt NwfMpcr Union

$&$i?-

The Story of

i,

"owing the war this was translated
General
hto 1 scorn of flne uniforms.
oftener seen In the garb of
Gnnt
stars concealed
hls
.prints soldier-In the
han
to 1 cost or cloak-tblouse of hU rank.
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NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
of the Interior, U. S.
Land Office at Santa Fe, New Mexico, November 21, 1922.
Notice is hereby given that Clinton
C. Jolly, of Bluewater,
N. M., who,
on March 4, 1921, made Stock Raising Hd. entry, No. 031520, for all,
Section 28, Township 14 N., Range
10 W.. N. M. P. Meridian, has lilea
notice of intention to make
proof to establish claim, to the land
above described, before U. S. Com
missioner, at Grants, Valencia Co.,
N. M., on the 4th day of January,

Department

1923.

Claimant names as witnesses:
Samuel

Samuel

Taylor.

Sherley,

Frank Pucket, and Osker Carter, all

of Bluewater, New Mexico.
A. M. BERGERE, Register.
(1371)
First Pub. Nov. 25, 1922.
Last Pub. Dec. 23, 1922.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior U. S. Land
Ottice at Santa re, W. M., Novem-

ber

21, 1922.
Notice is hereby given that David
Martinez, of San Rafael, N. M. who on
March 3, 121, made homestead entry
No. 036423. for NVi and SW.Vi; WVi
SE14SEV; Sec. 9, SWy4SW',i,
section 10, Township 4 IN., Kange II
West. N. M. P. Meridian, has tiled
notice of intention to make three-yea- r

SE;

proof, to establish claim to the land
above described, before U. S. Commissioner, at Grants, Valencia Co., N. M.,
on the 4th day ot January, lyaj.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Ramon Chaves, of Atarque, N. M.,
and David Garcia y Jaramillo, Nico- demus Apoiiaca, and Miguel Sanchez,
of San Rafael, N. M.
A. M. BERGERE, Register.
(1372)
First Pub. Nov. 25, 1922.
Last Pub. Dec. 23, 1922.
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The Edison
Phonographs
kre Without

GOOD
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The High est Achievements in the Art of Musi-

choose from.
EDISON AMBEROL
ARE THE PEER OF LOW PRICED

PHONOGRAPHS'

F.W.WURM

Finest and Most Complete Stock of Jewelry, Silverware, Jewelry
Good. Diamonds, in the Southwest
Fine Watch Repairing and
Optical Goods.
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Liggett'a Canyon, thence, in a
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and crossing the "Frisco" River near
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the mountain side aTound and not far
from turkey park lake, gradually
Datil
reaching Hardcastle Gap in the
direction
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to the drainage head of the Canyon
Largo of the American Valley: thence
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Two small or one MJ
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Roklizer, Boot ft Shoe Maker, North
Third Street, Gallup, N. M.
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F. W. WURM
Eyes Examined and Glaasea Fitted

by Specialist
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HIGHWAYS
TO REGULATE

GALLUP, NEW MEXICO.

J. S. MORROW
Accountant
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United Slates Dapartment

Arlculluro.)
churacter and
to prevent
weight of highway traffic
undue Injury to the highway Is an
matter and cannot be
detailed and
properly taken care of by
Is the conarbitrary legislation. This
clusion of the bureau of public roads
of
of the United States Department
on experiments to
based
Agriculture,
of
determine the effect of all Hinds
trafllc on road surfaces nnd observathe
tions on conditions throughout
States.
United
Even in a single state conditions
a load
vary to such an extent that
which may be carried on one roaddamwithout Injury may cause untold
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New Mexie
-- -Gallup
JNOlice la ueiciijr
First Publication, Nov. 4, '22.
iMexico,
New
.&.
Dec.
Ramah,
of
ciano Mares,
Last Publication,
i,
rnaue nu..,r- who, on Aug. 1U,
auu

1

km

.

w

Nw

ni..mn.r

1
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One Quarter, Section 6, Township 7
.
North, Kange 10 wesi, of . intention
Meridian, has filed notice
to make three year rrooi, iu
rlfleribed.
n,
mc InJ
Hsn ciaim
"l,u ahnva - "
before U. S. Commissioner, at Ramah
McKinley Co., New Mexico, on
12th day of December 1922.
as wimeora.
Claimant names rtf
n
PnmnllJ N. M.
itoman nj:n
rauiuo, ui
of Ramah,
Jaramillo,
Chavez
y
Juan
N. M., Balentino Marino, of Ramah,
M.
N. M., Inez Peralta, of Ramah ,. N.
,
A. ill. 1J ILilv.urjn.u,
Register.
(1330)
First Publication, Nov. 4, '22.
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Notics is hereby given that pursu.nt
the provisions of sn Act of CnM,
proved June xna, i w.
of New Mexico, ana i"c iw
of the Stete Land Office, the Commissioner
,ur
Pub ic Lands win oner and
exploration, development

t

Last Publication,
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Practice Limited to:

Diseasee and
y
Diaeaaei of the Skin
Wasserman Laboratory In ConnectloB
of
PHONE 866
Genito-Urinar-

to

ap- -
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McKinley County

mu.

ROAD TRAFFIC

Be Given
Highways Authorities Must
Wide Discretion as Conditions
Vary Greatly.

(Pr8pr9d

i,

M

o

.

.
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Mail your Xmag parcels early.
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Saw-SW-

i

WANTED To Rent An AaparV
ment or small furnished house Apply at Herald Office.
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;
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NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
ISOLATED TRACT
PUBLIC LAND SALE
Department of the Interior, U. S.
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., Nov
ember ',VJZZ.
dir- Nnfino
.vw.w iao -hptvhvJ ciwn that Bsaufnrt
htf tha P.nmmiflsinnpi nf the
General Land Office, under provisions
01 sec. Z400, K.
., pursuant 10 me
application of Lida S. Watfts, Serial
l
Kn ni9Kfi!.
will nffer at oublic
sale, to the highest bidder, but at not
less than ?Z.U0 per acre, at iu o ciocn
A. M., on the 28 day oi uecenmer,
nf. fhia nf f ie. the
novr
following
Sec. 26, T.
tract of land NWVANEy
M.
13 N.. R. 14 West. N.
P. Meridian,
containing 40 acres.
be
The sale will not
kept open, but
will be declared closed when those
present at the hour named have ceasA hirMinir
TVio
nprsnn makim? the
highest bid will be required to tra
ined ate v Day to the Keceiver me
amount thereof.
.
.
Any persons claiming adversely the
to
advised
are
land

M.

Comparison.

ments Are Incorporated
in the EDISON. Prices
to
right, and many styles
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aud cam

i.

cal Reproducing Instru-

.

StC

.

F. A. MAZZA, Prop.

,

1922

By Qtrtrles Sughrot?

E

.

Scniitfv.

25,

oi wnuH,
ith 1922. in tneofwwn
New Mexico, at the front
McKi.ley BtnU
therein, th. follow-in- sr
door of th. Court House
it
:i
described lands,
16
K. 6 W., See.
T.
N.,
iKn IfiO

Citizens Bank Building
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

RUIZ & OVERSON
Attorneys-At-La-

w

Practice in all Courts of
New Mexico and Arizona

'22.

acres.
taining 1,292.97 be
accepted for lens than 15
bid will
per acre, wnu-JOHN WITT HENDRIX
first year's rental for
the
cover
and
Railroad Company hereby give notice elude
i
n.
Community.
no
win
In
Indiana
and
person
land,
aid
Main Highway
Pastor of The Methodist Charek
has prior to the
that on tne zotn aay 01
at such sale except he with
Commerce bid
the Comtnui- Interstate
deposited
Residence 800 3rd Street
with
set
the
therefor,
filed
averse
time
it
the
to another. Under
D. C, sioncr of Public Lands, or with ha
Phone No. 288.
made effec- Commission at Washington,
certified exchange
or
cash
far
sale,
thus
of
such
law
charue
that U,
regulatory
in the Study 8 to lli30 A-- K
amount of the J
been its application for a certificate
Home
At
""11b
not
hns
th.
service
and
tive the greutest
And 7:00 to 8:30 P. M.
present and future convenience
from the best roads, nor the
returned. The deposit of the succesHful bidder
or

NOTICE

No
Mexican conw

uvwji

secured
safety of the lesser capacityof
assured. The Influence
distribusoils, tire equipment,
and
speed,
wheels,
the
to
load
tion of
too
complex
Is
variables
many other
to be written Into law.
In the
The seasonal variation alone
due
roadbed
the
of
carrying capacity
tne
one
of
Is
to moisture conditions,
road
most serious of all the causes of
authorities theredamage. Highway
discretion in
wide
be
must
given
fore
urges
bureau
The
traffic regulation.
the
that as a solution of the problem
state
state highway officials of each traffic
so that
be given broad powers,
conditions as
lult
to
can be regulated
time.
they exist at any particular
road-wa-

e

.

necessity requirea Una win
II
be heia py tne wmi
nf rnilroad. tne wLands
t....i:
and hy him applied In payment of such
Cogeneral route of which begins at line btO D1K IIhisHiepurch rnniu.by paying on demandcomplete
lumbus, a point on the boundary
..m...
nm
nny balance due unaer and
the expenses inci- between the United States and the Re the
cost of advertising
-- A
Irs
ww
mueo
it.
live
" iiori aifltlC; atlfh
of
Mexico,
sixty
dent
public
inereio,
rn zl. mi...
1TI
Poor, Tpvna. and deposit shall oe loneueu iu u l,' ""..VV"
t.vn
Mexico as tUlUUiaieu UJiniBKw.
runs thence in a slightly northwester-il- y made
in substantial conformity with oi and
course to the town of Deming; iraa lease lorm nu. o
of Public Lands, copy of
thence in almost northwest direction the Commissioner
will be furnished on application.
thru the Mangus vauey in me duuu- which
is reserved by the Comm'ssioner to
rlifht
The
- tu nilo Pivor. lrSR- reject any ana an oios, timer
Fort West, sale or suweoueni inerevo.
ing the Gila River at Old Duck
and official seal ol the
Creek Witness th othandv uoiic
and following thence up
'
Commissioner
the
of
into
the
valley
New Mexico, wm
drainage leading
- of
b122wen
San rancisco
a rtn.n
iuver,
.1
mhw. 1, n o nfl n Inn tr the
of Public Lauvls.
Commiastonw
(SEALV
"Frisco" at or near Alma, and then
Btaw oi new asuicv.
It. '21.
on to the mouth of Pueblo Creek to First Publication Sapt.
Last Publication, Nov. U,
the divide leading over the head, (JtW)
wuuiu
nsco
ne
r
iver
where
.
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At Your Service At All Hour.

DR. MERVINE
Osteopathic Physician
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ON NECTAR

Department of Agriculture Corrects
Misapprehension About Food of
the Humming Bird.
.

CCTS

COAL AVENUE

AT SECOND

The Style Shop's Door is Open
Cant Claus ia here
T7ith open arms he welcomes
All who come from far and near
Carprtees await you The Finest in wearing apparel
for women and dolls for the kiddies
Dea't
Axi
Farsst a Small Deposit Will Hold Any
Garment For Later Delivery

ITew

-

.
5

--

t;:s

WB INVITE YOU TO COMPARE"

Mt:rrew

cefohe Christmas

month before Christmas ia somewhat unpleasant
H nobody knows what to buy for a present
To rivt to their family, or give to their, friends,
na every one seems to be at bis wit's end!
1 hen, out of the f loom, like a gay Christinas carol.
There comes the suggestion of WEARING APPAREL!

rpJ

-

'

'

TyiTH Aprons and anklets, Bags, bracelets and beads,
One's sure to find something that somebody needs.
Look In at the shops see the Cravats and chains,

j

Cigarette cases and odd looking canes,
and other "excesses"
Knickers and sliD-oOne wears underneath one's satin crepe dresses.

Tliere are some misconception
nbout the humming bird, tlie smallest
of the bird race, but there are many
about
other birds
misconceptions
However, the Department of Agriculture desires to correct o very popiilm
misunderstanding as to what the lit
tie humming bird ents.
Rpcnkjng through Its biologists and
Its ornithologists, the department siiyt
that, contrary to almost universal be
lief, the humming bird does not liv
upon the nectar of flowers, thougl
nectar forms an Important part of its
diet. The bird will hover In front
of a cobweb, picking off insects and
perhaps the spiders entangled In the
net. They will capture food on the
wing, after the manner of the fly
Stomach
catchers.
examinations
show that a considerable part of
the food of the bird consists of In
sects, with sometimes a very little of
The runythront Is
vegetable matter.
the only humming bird which Inhabits
the eastern part of the Dnlted States,
and It is more or less common every
where In that region.
It ents con
centrated
sweets, but its favorite
animal food Is spiders. Gnats or small
flies are eaten.

ns

,

AND don't forget Earrings, they're so ornamental,
No matter how plain, or if true Oriental.
Fans always are lovely and Furs, oh my dear!

KILLED

'THEN Gauntlet's and garters

and girdles and gloves
Are all little "personals" every one loves.
Rose, "kerchiefs or hat pins a trimming delight
When set in bright rhinestones or chic marcassite.
And don't forget Ivory! This is delectable
Carved into earrings, a gift most acceptable.
TVORY pendants and' pendants of Jade,
Sautoira of pearls and jet beautifully made;
Necklaces, brooches, lockets and rings,
All costume Jewelry wonderful things.

Lingerie, laces and Lenglen bandeaux.
Muff, mitts and millinery; every one knows.

T,HAT one of these items is sure, without question
To fit in some mind as a happy suggestion.
Neckwear and nighties or blouses of net
Are gifts one will never have cause to regret;
While Petticoats silken and gay puggarees,
Pocketbooks, parasols and perfumes will please.

if they're silvered or painted with gold,
QUILLS, marvelous
trimming for bats, new or old.
Or, if you prefer individual things,

There are Raincoats or habits for riding, and rings;
Slippers, sweaters and scarfs, silken hose, or a shawl
From China to Spain, or from India; all
HPHE smartest accessories money can buy
Delighting the purse as well as the eye!
Lorgnettes of Hortoise shell, combs for the hair
Serving for daytime or smart evening wear
Undies, umbrellas with covers detachable
Monogrammed smartly, are simply unmatchable

VELVETS, vestees, veils and vanity cases,
Waistcoats and wraps all have their own places
Xmas will see them belong to proud owners,
While smiles of content will be worn by the donors.
Yarns may be given, in colors for knitting,
With every assurance 'tis proper and fitting.

f ATERIALS
In dress

in color, of fanciful weave
lengths or skirt lengths are nice to receive
And, should ones prference be for a sheen,
Thre's cloth called Zenana, or else Zibelline.

:i: U'tiAl Mtffl
WOMKN

1'

NOTICE
OIL LEASES

BY

PROXY

'

There are perfectly beautiful showings this year!
They're so inexpensive, and have the effect
Of costing a deal more than one would expect.

, LEGAL PUBLICATIONS.

ENEMIES

'
Charles M. Gibson,
Defendant.
To the above named defendant:
Your are hereby notified that a suit
has been filed against you in the above
named court and county and state by
the above named plaintiff in which
she prays for a decree of divorce on
the ground of desertion.
Your are further notified that un
less you enter or cause to be entered
your appearance in said cause on or
.before the 29th day of January, 1923,
a judgment will be entered against
you in said cause by default and the
relief, a decree of divorce for desertion, as prayed for will be granted.
The name of the plaintiff's attorney
is Edmund R. French, whose address
is Gallup, New Mexico.
C. M. Rouse,

Races of Savages Had Implicit
Faith In Their Power to Bring
About Death.

Many

Sympathetic magic used as a means
of wreaking vengeance upon an absent
enemy was believed In and practiced
by savages In widely separated parts
of the world.
The principle on which the theory
was based was thnt like produces like,
or that by hurting an image of a man
The
you would thereby hurt him.
OJibwny Indian desiring to hnrni an
enemy made a' little wooden Image
of him and ran a needle through
Its head or heart.
Or he shot an
arrow into It, firmly convinced thnt
his foe would ut the same Instant
he seized with a sharp pain In a
corresponding part of his body.
A Malay charm constated In mak
ing a wax Image of the person marked
for destruction, in which were some of
his hairs. The figure Was scorched
over a lamp every night for Beven
nights with the following words: "It
Is not wax I am scorching, but jt Is
the liver, heart and spleen of
that I scorch." After the seventh
time the figure was burned and the
victim was then thought to have died.

st
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BUILDER
PLAN FOR FOREST HIGHWAYS

REX PRocn
FOR NEXT V,t:

WITH
THE
FUNNY

Mr. F. G. KTItmd
'
Solo Sunday:
"THE

'.

.L

ALAMO"

SUNDAY
Secretary Wallace Approves Program
Involving Outlay of Approximately $10,000,000.
(Frtpared
I

by

the Unlttd Slte
of Asrrteullure.)

H. B. Warner in
THE LONG CHANCE
Two reel comedy

Department

TORCHY'S

A CLASH OF WITS
national forest mgn- A program o
nv mnRtrnctlon involving an outlay
An Irish Joker entered n shop and
0I approximately $10,000,000 for 1,170
for a yard of iy!lk. The shopmiles of road in 23 states lias Deen asked

approved by Secretary of Agriculture
be
will
program
Wallace. This
financed largely from the forest highway fund provided by the federal highwill come
About
$6,500,000
act.
way
mafrom this source, fi.wo.uuu
tt national forest road appropriations,
and the balnnce of $2,iVK).000 will be
contributed by states and counties.
The work provided for is as follows

nn

Proposed
Expenditure
I

States
Alabama
Alaoka
Arltona
Arkansas .,
California
Colorado
Florida
Idaho
Montana
Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampshire
New Mexico
Oklahoma
Oregon
South Cnroiina
South Dakota
Tennessee
tTtah
Virginia
Washington
West Virginia
Wyoming

SUNDAY

MONDAY

keeper was rendy for him ; he dipped
his fincer in tne measure nnd drew n
on the
line of milk three feet
counter. "There ye are," he snld.
Pat was rather tulien lihnck at tills,
but recovering from his surprise lie
asked, 'How much Is It?"
"Eight pence," said the shopkeeper.
"All right," said Tut cheerfully.
"Roll it up an' 0111 take It."

'

Repeating

SUNDAY'S

PROGRAM

TUESDAY
Thomas Meighan In

IF

YOU BELIEVE IT, ITS

Two "eel Century CosMfy
KICKING FOOL
BURTON HoiMES TRAVEL

Something in This.
Sailor The navy's got it all over
the army when It comes to speed.
133
How do
Soldier The devil It has
ts
make that outT
to you
Sailor The navy is always ready
106
14
to move at a moment's notice.
1ST
of
that?
what
Soldier Well
76
Isn't
Sailor And It takes Weeks to set
24
6
the army in motion.
IE

WEDNESDAY

1

l.ou.sw
M2.7SS

1,M,1OT
627.000

.i
1,20.800
K6.421
9,968
166.000

2VS

Repeating
TUESDAY'S

THURSDAY
SMILING

3
210
6

Practice Makes Perfect.
"I've been In the penitentiary 20
7
61.000
years, mum, What good would it uo
8
lu.OCO
me to get out?"
(6
2M.100
"You could begin life over again,"
4
20.000
to said the sympathetic prison visitor.
780.000
'Could a piano player quit tickling
,15
the Ivories for 20 years and begin
1,170
(10,222,634
right where he left off, mum?"
"I suppose not."
The funds and mileage are for forest
'Neither could a burglar.
roads of primary importance to states,
The
communities.
and
procounties,
His Trip Back.
gram was recommended to the secre"Your husband is quite enthusiastic
tary by tbe forest service and the bu- over this back to the soil idea," re
reau of public roads, jointly, after con marked the
neighbor woman.
ference with state officials. The bu- "Yes," snapped his wife, "but the
only chance John ever will have of
getting back to the soil will be when
the undertaker takes him there."
2,270.000

.1

v

THRU

Snub Pollard

Comedy

STRICTLY MODERN

FRIDAY
Repeating
THURSDAY'S

PROGRAM

SATURDAY
Glen Hunter in
THE CRADLE BUSTER

.

Snub Pollard Two Reel Cone
HOOK, LINE & SINKER
'

WEEKLY NEWS

RAMAH NEWS 1,'OIl

Cageff,

Mrs. Crawtford I don't see
she's going to benefit by having
husband sent to jail.
Mrs. Crnbshaw
She admits
she won't get any money out of
but she'll have the satisfaction
knowing where he Is nights.

PROGRAM

Norma Talmadge In

4

4C2.WO

WW 4

NUT

WEEKLY NEWS

Miles

I

(Special to The Herald).

how

her
Word has been received that Blut'

that Lewis, who has been at the St Mux'
him, hospital in .Gallup, regaining k
of
health, after three operations, k
scarlet fever, but is getting ik
well, although no one is tXxK
very
All Born 8omewhere.
I
to
see
her.
'Papa, where were you born?". Willie
Davis are ft
Mrs.
Mr.
and
Joy
asked his father one evening.
"In Manchester, darling."
proud parents of a ten pound bat.
'

Monarch Admired American Poet.
Louis I. King of Bavaria, wus one
of Edgar Allan Toe's greatest

"Where was mamma born?"
"In London, darling."
"Where was I born?"
"In Leeds, dearest."
"Queer how we three people came
together, Isn't it?"

A writer for the Figaro chanced one
day to leave by mistake the proofs of
un article on I'oe where It came to
the attention of King Louis. The king
sought the writer to question him.
Until then," runs the description of

the scene that took place, "the king's
manner had been quiet and gentle almost to eflemlnacy, but the moment

Poe's name was mentioned he became
all eagerness and animation. His
magnificent eyes lit up, his Hps quiv
ered and his whole face was beaming
and radiant. 'Is it a personal account
of hlmf he asked, referring to tbe
'Did you know Poe?
Of
proofs.
course you did not though; you are
too young. I cannot tell you how dis
appointed I am. Just for a moment I
thought I was in the presence of some
one who had actually known that most
wonderful of all writers, and who
could, accordingly, tell me something
definite and authentic about his Inner
life.' "

Punish Flirts With Death Penalty.
Fla ts ore not toleroted In Zululnnd
on the east coast of Africa, according
Notice is hereby given that Sealed
to Olaf Llnck, Danish author and
competitive bids will be received by
explorer.
the Superintendent of the Navajo Ind- The Zulus usually kill men when
ian Agency, Fort Defiance, Arizona,
for the leasing of the land described
they make advances to married womherein for oil and gas development,
en. The status of women has gently
until two o'clock P. M., on December
Improved, the explorer found. The
1922.
23rd,
high coRt of living hns had the effect
Description of land:
of
limiting the practice of polygamy
- Selao Yaahe East H of the north-weto the extremely rich. In former yeurs
hi Sec. 26, Two. 15 N, Range
a man could purchase a wife for eight
of the nortneasi
18 W.: West
oxen, but now the price has gone up
cui. o Twn. 1B N.. Ranee 18 W.
to almost twice that number of aniof the
Tsoaichinig Tsossi North
mals. Parents are adopting the exof Sec. 30,Twp. 15 N., Range
north
1
17 West.
pedient of disposing of their marriageClerk.
of the West V
able daughters on the Installment
Baske Niza West
Alice L. Rouse,
at flee. 6. Two. 14 N. Range 17 W.
Clerk.
plan, the terms generally being two
Deputy
of the east
Chishl Ts Ossi West
oxen down nnd the remaining at fixed
(SEAL)
H of Sec. 6, Two. 14 N., Range 17 W. (1376)
Intervals. If a husband defaults on
The successful bidder will be re- First Pub. Nov.
bis payments there Is a law which
25, 1922.
formal
lease
a
into
enter
to
quired
Pub. Dec. 16, 1922.
provides for his going to work in the
bond. etc.. in conformity with Last
0
service of his father-in-la11
of
until the
and
laws
regulations
existing
Beautiful hand made handkerchiefs value Is covered.
tbe interior Department, zor tne
for Ladies and Gents.
Also fancy
of oil and gas leases.
AU bidders are required to deposit hand made collar, cuff and tuxedo
The Cheerful Robin.
with tha Snnerintendent at the time front sets. Summers Millinery.-Ad- v.
It would go hard with the birds
bid is submitted. certified check for to
of their
If their case were left to be detwenty five per cent,
ox weir gooa iaiin.
People many people believe that cided upon argument alone.
But
fU, as oviaenes
The right to reject any and all bids when they believe a thing that the robins are their own best advobeDo
makes
true.
it
reserved.
believing
is
you
cates, says the Detroit Free Press.
Tbe successful bidder will be requir- lieve such? See the wonderful picture at The Rex Theatre next Tues They come in the spring vandals that
ed to pay for this advertisement
they are and start a deeply planned
day night, November 28th.
PETER POQUTH,
campaign to cultivate everybody's
Superintendent
The deep woods know
The ladiea of the Methodist church friendship.
Tort Defiance, Aris.
hold a bazaar in the church parlors them not; they never skulk in the
November 23, 1922.
on Wednesday, December 6. All kinds brushes nor flee the presence of man.
11878)
Instead they choose the lawn for a
First Pub, Nov. 9, 1922
day, and dinner will be served, be hunting ground, build their nests even
Last Pub. Dec 2, 1922.
on porches and window sills, and
ginning at o:su r. Ai.
IN TT"S DISTRICT COURT,
never let the sun go down without
Tatted Baby Caps and Bootees, also a song delivered from the most conCOUftTY C7 I'cXLNLEY,
8rAT3 Cr NEW KSaICO
handkerchief, towel ends, and pillow
perch on the place. The
case tatting by yard. Summers Mil spicuous
N0TIC3 OF SUIT
robin's cheerfulness la irresistible ; 'his
to
Ctato of Now UexJco
12.16.
Adv.
)
linery.
nelghborllness compelling, It ts absolutely impossible not to like him
Christmas
vf
st
UeZinlsr
presents
Buy
your
)
Cfery
the Methodkt hasaar. Wednesday. when he offers such convincing proofs
- m. a
ska srAaadufls
akuk every day that he likes men.,
liintiff.
'

z,

An Improved Road
Canyon

in

Bear Creek

In Colorado.

reau of public roads will supervise the
construction work, and It Is expected
that a large number of the projects
will be completed this season.
Practically all the rouds to be built
are parts of the state or county highway systems and will therefore In most
cases connect with and extend the system of federal aid highways covering
the whole country. In some cases the
new construction will provide roads
through mountainous regions of the
national forests hitherto penetrated
only by pack trails.
In addition to the major road projects, about $5,000,000 will be expended by the forest service on minor
roads and trails required primarily for
the protection and administration of
the national forests.

The experiments being conducted on
experimental road, show
truvel is more wearing on
highways than Is day travel, according to Clifford Older, chief highway
engineer.
The rond expands In tbe day, according to Mr, Older, and the center
becomes convex. The heat is absent
at night, nnd the road assumes a concave shape, the edges curling up and
forming a slight hollow in the centers. From these discoveries It is deduced that heavily loaded vehicles
traveling along on the edge of a roadway have a tendency to cause It to
crumble.
The testing of the Bates road was
begun late in March and Is still under way. It was delayed for a time
by the floods.

)
baby are doing nicely.
Mrs. Walter Crockett was very I
last week, but is much improved t!
this writing. Mrs. O'Falen took ear:
' 1
n
of her.
1
opened
20,
November
Monday,
deer season. Many people of
neighborhood have gone on bnntk;
,!
trips.
Joseph Bond returnedbeento M
iwy
Sunday night. He has
a mission in Carolina
feels
Ramah
W
in
and everyone
has been very successful and
his mission perfectly. . '
A home coming was given
honor Tuesday night. A snort, w
e j
gram was given, including

'

fa?!

MEN ARE SUCH MEAN THINGS
Ethel I see a man luaatiti thmt

un

Side Of the Street
served for women.
Marie Does ha nun tha
Me side or the straps?
One

h.

"--

rm.

Musings of a Motor Cop.
struck a match In carelese way.
"I'll smoke a bit," said she.
The price of gaa went up that flay,
did Hortenee

telUag

"Z tr
trip ana bdoui m
citation by Verma Nicpls, A M
ana
z
Mrs. Emma James
w
a song by Morris Bond and
-Bond. A dance was Bj" :v; A
program, music was
Davis orchestra. Refreshment! f

She

Bo

Joseph Bond gave a talk
his

Magee.

f"

..

8er?d-,- r

Must Be Well Dressed.
"She wants a new gown."
"What for?"
"She's going to sine over the radio
next week nnd she couldn't think of
NIGHT TRAVEL WEARS ROADS appearing for all those people in a
gown she has already worn twice."
More Destructive to Highways Than
in Daylight, According to Re
cent Experiments.
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Miss vera joonu.i
spent, the weed end
was the hostess 10 a

day night.
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TennesiN Road Work.
Tennessee bis Inaugurated a federal' aid
program involving the expenditure of $8,000,000 for
181 miles of roads In 20 counties.
road-buildin-
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FRESH HOMEMADE CANDY
WE MAKE IT EVERY DAY
We Serve The Best LUNCH and SUPPER
You Can Buy

Try Us and You Will Come Again
LUNCHEON:

11 :30

SUPPERtS to 8
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n, to
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THE CANDY SHOP
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Boom for Good Roads.
A road program that will place Kan-

sas among the leading road building
states of the nation was urged by
E. J. Heckle of Topeka, manager of
the Kansas Automobile Owners' association, in an address to the state conference of officials of chambers of

.
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Stamped Luntneon,
Dresser Sets, stamped reau,a
ing, Flosses of all kinds,
ed sets, for your Hobday
mers Millinery.
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